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SCOPE 
This user guide is the preliminary documentation to explain ADRV9029’s DPD, CLGC and CFR capability.  This document is going to 
be merged to ADRV9029 user guide. Please refer to ADRV9029 user guide once available thru ADI website.
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DIGITAL PRE-DISTORTION 
This section provides an overview of the digital pre-distortion (DPD) function provided in the transceiver, including a hardware 
architecture overview, an overview of the DPD algorithm with references to features that enhance DPD robustness and 
performance in dynamic signaling conditions, and a summary of API software interface functions to configure these DPD 
functions. DPD enables users to achieve higher power amplifier (PA) efficiency by extending the linear operating region of the 
power amplifier, while still meeting adjacent channel leakage ratio (ACLR) requirements in the Tx signal chain for compliance 
with 3GPP and European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) standards for 5GNR, LTE and other technologies. The 
DPD function in the transceiver supports a carrier bandwidth of up to 200 MHz. 

DIGITAL FRONT-END SYSTEM LEVEL OVERVIEW 
The transceiver provides digital signal processing capabilities in the embedded ARM processor using closed-loop feedback 
signals from the observation receiver channels. These functions improve transmitter performance, measure system output, and 
reduce system power consumption. The list of functions includes the following: digital pre-distortion (DPD), closed-loop gain 
control (CLGC) and crest factor reduction (CFR). These functions are collectively grouped together as the transceiver digital front 
end (DFE). 
Figure 1 is a simplified system level overview of the transceiver signal chain with DFE processing blocks highlighted. There are 
five main DFE processing blocks: 
1. CFR and hard clipper are used to reduce peak to average power ratio (PAPR) of the baseband signal, especially for multi-

carrier waveforms such as OFDM. With reduced PAPR, the PA can operate at a higher output power, increasing the PA 
efficiency. This function is explained in the Crest Factor Reduction (CFR) section. 

2. There are two half band filters with a total interpolation factor of 4x before the DPD actuator. These blocks can provide a 
total of 1x, 2x or 4x interpolation. 

3. There are three DPD capture buffers, which include pre-DPD actuator, post-DPD actuator, and observation buffers. Each 
buffer can capture a maximum of 4096 samples. 

4. DPD actuator, which applies the inverse PA model to the baseband signal for power amplifier linearization. 
5. Dual core embedded ARM processor in which the DPD and CLGC algorithms reside. One of the dual core ARM processors is a 

control processor(ARM-C) which is the master and the second core is a dedicated ARM core for DPD processing (ARM-D). 
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Figure 1. ADRV9029 Signal Chain with DFE Processing Blocks Highlighted 
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DPD INTRODUCTION AND PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 
DPD is a technique for improving the linearity of a non-linear system such as a power amplifier by introducing precise anti-
distortion into the input waveform that compensates for the PA’s in-band nonlinear products. DPD works on the principle of pre-
distorting the transmit data in the digital domain to cancel the distortion caused by PA compression in the analog domain.  In this 
way, DPD can improve PA power-added efficiency by double or more, allowing the PA to be pushed further into saturation while 
maintaining linearity requirements.  
A baseband model of the power amplifier is created and trained on the input and output digital-baseband samples that pass 
through the PA as shown in Figure 2. The pre-distorter then applies an inverse of the PA model function to input samples before 
passing them to the transmitter output. The cascade of the pre-distorter response and the PA response becomes a nearly-linear 
system. 
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Figure 2. Concept of Digital Pre-Distortion for Linearizing the PA Response 

 
The intermodulation distortion products between various subcarriers due to PA non-linearities in a wideband transmission 
protocol such as LTE/NR manifest as power leaked into adjacent channels. Adjacent Channel Leakage Ratio (ACLR) is defined as 
the ratio of the transmitted power on the assigned channel to the power leaked in the adjacent radio channel. The ACLR 
performance improvement following the application of DPD to the baseband data is captured in Figure 3. These plots illustrate 
how the out of band non-linearities due to intermodulation products of an LTE 20 MHz signal are reduced by 15-20 dB after the 
application of DPD. 

 
Figure 3. Power Spectral Density Showing Improvement in ACLR After Application of DPD for a 20 MHz LTE Signal 
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TRANSCEIVER DPD OVERVIEW 
The DPD feature on this transceiver enables users to offload power amplifier linearization tasks from the baseband processor to 
the transceiver. With DPD implemented on the transceiver, the user does not need to allocate JESD serializer/de-serializer 
resources for observing power amplifier feedback data through the ORx channels, resulting in significant system power savings. 
Interpolators leading to the DPD actuator allow the baseband processor to transmit data at a lower rate on the JESD204B/C link 
than is needed for the full DPD correction bandwidth. The lower data rate at JESD translates directly into power savings and less 
number of lanes. Integration of the DPD into the transceiver chip results in significant system level cost, space, and power savings 
when compared to conventional FPGA/ASIC based implementations. 
A simplified block diagram of the transceiver DPD system is shown in Figure 4. A brief description of the individual blocks is 
provided below. 
• Transmit Datapath – The digital baseband signal from the JESD de-framer output goes through an optional Crest Factor 

Reduction (CFR) block for reduction of the overall peak to average power ratio(PAPR) of the signal followed by a digital 
interpolation filter which interpolates the baseband signal by a factor of 1x, 2x or 4x for analyzing the baseband signal over 
the DPD analysis bandwidth. The inverse PA model is applied by the DPD engine, followed by the rest of the transmit signal 
chain including digital to analog conversion, up conversion by a mixer before the signal is fed into the actual amplifier. 

• Observation Datapath – The DPD algorithm relies on observing the non-linearities via a feedback path. The feedback path 
is realized using an integrated observation receiver (ORx). The PA output data is sampled through the observation receiver, 
down converted and digitized for further analysis by the firmware. 

• DPD Processing - The DPD engine is based on an abbreviated implementation of generalized memory polynomial (GMP) 
that is a generalized subset of the well-known Volterra series. The simplified polynomial models a large number of PA 
characteristics such as weak nonlinearities, temperature variation, and memory effects. The inverse PA model is applied on 
the interpolated digital baseband samples through DPD actuator hardware. A dedicated embedded ARM processor (ARM-D) 
is used for computation of the GMP coefficients. 
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Figure 4. Simplified Block Diagram of Transceiver DPD  

 

DPD Actuator Overview 
The DPD actuator implements a programmable GMP calculator captured in the equation below.   

 
To compensate for memory effects in a large bandwidth signal, a higher order polynomial is required. The DPD actuator can be 
programmed to support up to 190 coefficients for wide bandwidth signals. The structure of the DPD actuator is shown in Figure 
5. For every pre-distorted output, the GMP model calculates the Sum of Product expression. The product terms consists of a 
modeling coefficient ci,j,k, magnitude power term |x(n-i)|k, and cross memory term x(n-j). Each DPD model consisting of GMP 
terms can utilize up to 31 look-up-tables (LUT) on one specified bank. The LUTs are 1k samples deep and organized in four banks 
of 8-bit tables (256 entries). Please refer to the GMP Model and Transceiver Look Up Table section for more information on the 
mapping GMP terms to LUTs. 
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Figure 5. ADRV9029 DPD Actuator Functional Diagram 

 

DPD Half Band Filters 
There are two Half Band filters that could be enabled based on the input data rate and the desired DPD actuator rate. The half 
band filters have two important characteristics: the passband and stopband ripples are the same; and the passband-edge and 
stopband-edge frequencies are equidistant from the half band frequency Fs/4.  
Each DPD half-band filter provides either 1× or 2× interpolation rate. A maximum of 4× interpolation can be achieved by 
cascading two DPD HB filters. DPD half-band 1 supports a bandwidth of approximately 82% with respect to input data rate. For 
example, DPD-HB1 supports a 100 MHz Bandwidth signal at a 122.88 MSPS input rate. DPD half-band 2 supports a bandwidth of 
approximately 41% with respect to input data rate. For example, DPD-HB2 supports a 100 MHz bandwidth signal at a 245.76 
MSPS input rate. These two characteristics of half band filters can be seen in  
Figure 6 (2× interpolation) and Figure 7 (4× interpolation).   

 
Figure 6. Response for Half Band 1 Enabled (x2): 82% of Fs  
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Figure 7. Response for Both Half Band 1 and 2 Enabled (x4): 41% of Fs 

 

DPD ALGORITHM OVERVIEW 
The ADRV9029 DPD algorithm supports both indirect learning and direct learning DPD mechanisms for extracting DPD model 
coefficients. The details of direct and indirect DPD learning mechanisms are provided in the following sections.  
 
The user can configure the transceiver DPD learning algorithm through the adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfigSet() API using the 
settings listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. DPD Direct Learning Setting 
adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfig_t. 
enableDirectLearning DPD Learning Mechanism Selected 
0 Indirect Learning 
1 Direct Learning 

 

Indirect Learning 
Indirect learning involves using the observation receiver data (PA output data) as a reference for predicting the input samples 
corresponding to the reference. The function used for predicting the input samples is known as the inverse PA model. Once the 
prediction of input samples corresponding to the observed data is good, the estimated inverse PA model is used to pre-distort the 
transmit data. In Figure 8, Y represents the observed samples at the output of the PA and X represents the input samples to the 
PA. The estimation engine computes the inverse PA model that is applied to transmit data (represented as U) in the DPD actuator.  

XU Y

 
Figure 8. DPD Indirect Learning Architecture 
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The mathematical representation of the DPD coefficient estimation is shown in Figure 9.  The DPD engine observes N samples of 
PA input samples (X) and PA output samples (Y), and computes M-coefficients (c) corresponding to the inverse PA function F(x).  
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Figure 9. DPD Indirect Learning Coefficient Computation 

 
The coefficient set (c) is estimated through a least squares approximation as described in matrix multiplication equations (1) to 
(3). 

 Y = F x C
 FH Y = (FHF)C

 (FHF)-1  (FH Y) = C

Auto-
correlation

Cross-
correlation

(1)

(2)

(3)

Multiply by complex conjugate of F on both sides

Take the inverse of the auto-correlation function to 
obtain C

 
 

DPD Direct Learning 
DPD direct learning involves using the pre-DPD actuator Tx signal (U) as reference to minimize the error between the observed 
(Y) and reference data (U). 
 

 
Figure 10. DPD Direct Learning Architecture 

 
The mathematical representation of the DPD coefficient estimation via direct learning is described as follows. An error E is 
defined as the difference between observed (Y) and pre-DPD actuator data (U).  
 

E = Y – U 
 
The PA is modeled as the function Fx multiplied by adaptive coefficients C through the error matrix E as shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11. DPD Direct Learning Coefficient Computation 

 
The direct learning outcome is an iterative solution, where the current coefficients are based on memory of previously computed 
coefficients and currently estimated coefficients ( C ).  
The Direct Learning approach uses a parameter, μ, which is the convergence factor that defines the step size for learning 
coefficients. The convergence factor μ lies in the range [0% to 100%] and is user configurable in the transceiver using the API 
adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfigSet() through the parameter adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfig_t.dpdMu. A higher value of the 
convergence factor μ would result in faster convergence. However, a really high value of μ might result in an unstable system. The 
user can start with a convergence factor of 50% and tune the value based on characterization of the system for convergence time 
and stability. 

Comparison Between DPD Indirect Learning and Direct Learning  
• The DPD indirect learning algorithm is time efficient, since it estimates coefficients through inversion in a single update. The 

DPD indirect learning algorithm is preferred when a quicker adaptive response is required by the system. 
• The DPD direct learning algorithm is more accurate but iterative in nature as highlighted in the previous section and 

requires a longer time to converge compared to indirect learning. The direct learning algorithm is less sensitive to 
bandwidth mismatches and is preferred when the signal bandwidth is more than 100 MHz (for example, 2xNR100 or 
8xLTE20 systems). 

DPD Coefficient Estimation  
The maximum number of coefficients is limited to 190 (M = 190), and the number of samples used to calculate the coefficients is 
typically 16384 samples (N = 16384). Although the number of samples N is user configurable using the API 
adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfigSet(), ADI recommends setting the number of samples to 16384, which provides a good 
balance between estimation time and sample size.  
The DPD algorithm runs on a dedicated ARM processor (ARM-D) and calculates the coefficients corresponding to GMP terms of 
the inverse PA model. This model pre-distorts the digital baseband signal before digital-to-analog conversion and transmission of 
samples to the transmitter upconverter (this output becomes the RF input to the PA). The PA output is sampled using an external 
loopback to an observation receiver channel input.  
The DPD engine then correlates the observation receiver and transmitter samples to calculate the latest set of coefficients. The 
DPD engine performs a brief check on model error before updating the LUTs that feed the correction coefficients into the DPD 
actuator hardware. Details regarding the GMP model, the actuator and the LUTs are provided in sections to follow. Due to the 
relatively simple implementation of this algorithm, the overall time taken to react to sudden changes in transmit waveforms is 
relatively short and is typically less than 1 second per transmitter channel (actual time depends on the configurable parameters 
of the DPD and ARM scheduling). Certain protection criteria are designed into the algorithm to prevent damage to the PA due to 
large model errors. The DPD algorithm is scheduled once every second per transmitter channel in the firmware, which means the 
coefficients are updated once every second per transmitter channel. 

GMP Model and Look Up Table 
For wideband signals such as LTE and 5GNR, PAs begin to exhibit short-term memory effects. These are effectively non-uniform 
frequency responses in certain components like the biasing network, decoupling capacitors, or supply circuitry. A given output of 
the power amplifier depends not only on the current input, but also on past input values (similar to an FIR filter model). These 
memory effects can usually be captured with memory taps in the model if the PA frequency response is locally smooth over the 
band. As bandwidth increases, more memory taps are required to accurately model the PA. 
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In this DPD implementation, the GMP is used to model the PA in the baseband. A GMP model is represented as  

 
where x(n) is a complex baseband input signal to the DPD actuator, y(n) is a complex valued output signal of the DPD actuator, 
and ci,j,k is the complex valued coefficient of the GMP terms. 
The DPD supports a sparse GMP model consisting of a maximum of 190 GMP terms and coefficients in which the memory term 
(i), the cross term (j) and the power term (k) are each restricted to a value between 0 to 15. A more complete equation for the 
GMP model with the limits on GMP terms is shown in the Figure 12. 
The GMP model is user programmable through the API adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfigSet(). Details pertaining to programming 
the DPD model are captured in the information following Figure 13. The GMP model for a particular operating point of the PA is 
determined by the user and programmed into the transceiver during initialization. 
The GMP model is mapped to LUTs in the DPD actuator. Each feature is specified with a unique combination of i,j, and k indices. 
In general, low index values are more significant in sparse GMP models. Therefore, restrictions are placed on actuator datapath 
accordingly. The LUT restrictions are illustrated Figure 12. Note that range of i and j’ are labeled per LUT. Each row shares the 
same multiplier, therefore, the same j’ value. Roaming LUTs A , B, C, and D are assigned to top or bottom half of the table. 
 

 
Figure 12. GMP Mapping to DPD Actuator LUTs 

There are a few restrictions placed on the GMP terms mapped to the LUTs shown in Figure 12.  
• More LUTs are available for smaller i,j values clustered at the top of the LUT banks compared to a fewer LUTs for high i,j 

values towards the bottom of the LUT bank. In general, low index values are more significant in sparse GMP models, 
therefore the user has more LUTs that can be mapped to  lower i,j memory terms. 

• Each row in the LUT bank shown in Figure 12 share the same cross term (j) values. This means that GMP terms mapped to 
LUT[0:7] must have the same j value. Similarly, GMP terms mapped to LUT[8:13], LUT[14:17], LUT[18:21], LUT22, LUT23, 
LUT24, LUT25 must have the same j values, respectively. 

• LUTs 28, 29, 30, and 31 are reserved for internal use. These LUTs are not available for the user to program GMP terms. 
• LUT26 and LUT27 are floating LUTs. This means that these two LUTs can take a j value that is assigned to one of the four 

rows in the upper half of the LUT bank. For example, if LUT[0:7] have j = 1, LUT[8:13] have j = 2, LUT[14:17] have j = 3 and 
LUT[18:21] have j = 4, then the GMP terms mapped to LUT26, LUT27 can have a j value in the range [1,4]. 

A part of the user programmed GMP model is shown in Figure 13. Each row of the GMP model table consisting of the i,j,k LUT and 
coefficients is called a ‘feature’. 
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Figure 13. Example of User Programmed GMP Model 

The equations below represent the GMP terms that are mapped to LUT10, LUT11 and LUT12 described in Figure 13. 
Ylut10 = |x(n-2)|2.x(n-1) + |x(n-2)|3.x(n-1) 

Ylut11 = |x(n-3)|.x(n-1) + |x(n-3)|5.x(n-1) + |x(n-3)|7.x(n-1) 
Ylut12 = |x(n-4)|.x(n-1) + |x(n-4)|3.x(n-1) + |x(n-4)|8.x(n-1) 

 
The user can program the complex coefficients to 0. The DPD tracking calibration determines the coefficients and applies them to 
the GMP terms on each update. 
The GMP model can be programmed using the API adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfigSet() through the data structure 
adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfig_t. The total number of features in the model is conveyed through the variable 
adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfig_t.dpdNumFeatures. Each row of the table or the ‘feature’ is programmed through the array 
adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfig_t.dpdFeatures. Each element of the array corresponds to one row in the table shown in Figure 
13.  
The values to load the structure adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfig_t for the example in Figure 13 is shown below. 
adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfig_t.dpdNumFeatures = 8 
adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfig_t.dpdFeatures[0].i = 2 
adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfig_t.dpdFeatures[0].j = 1 
adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfig_t.dpdFeatures[0].k = 2 
adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfig_t.dpdFeatures[0].lut = ADI_ADRV9025_DPD_LUT10 
adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfig_t.dpdFeatures[0].coeffReal = 0 
adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfig_t.dpdFeatures[0].coeffImaginary = 0 
. 
. 
. 
. 
adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfig_t.dpdFeatures[7].i = 4 
adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfig_t.dpdFeatures[7].j = 1 
adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfig_t.dpdFeatures[7].k = 8 
adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfig_t.dpdFeatures[7].lut = ADI_ADRV9025_DPD_LUT12 
adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfig_t.dpdFeatures[7].coeffReal = 0 
adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfig_t.dpdFeatures[7].coeffImaginary = 0 

INITIALIZING PRE-CALIBRATED COEFFICIENTS DURING START-UP 
The DPD functionality on the transceiver provides a mechanism for loading pre-calibrated coefficients into the GMP model to 
prevent emissions during start-up and also guide DPD updates at the beginning. There are three different use cases for loading 
pre-calibrated coefficients. 
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Single Frequency Band Use Case 
In the single frequency band use case,  all four transmit channels are working in the same frequency band as shown in Figure 14. 
Note the PA model will be the same for all four channels. 

 
Figure 14. Single Frequency Band Use Case Configuration 

 

The API sequence for programming DPD models in a single frequency band use case is shown below. The factory calibrated 
coefficients can be programmed into the transceiver using the API adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfigSet as described in the 
previous section. The DPD reset with the LUT restore option must be exercised consecutively on all four channels to program the 
coefficients into the DPD actuator hardware.  
adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfigSet() 
adi_adrv9025_DpdReset(ADI_ADRV9025_TX1, ADI_ADRV9025_DPD_LUT_RESTORE) 
adi_adrv9025_DpdReset(ADI_ADRV9025_TX2, ADI_ADRV9025_DPD_LUT_RESTORE) 
adi_adrv9025_DpdReset(ADI_ADRV9025_TX3, ADI_ADRV9025_DPD_LUT_RESTORE) 
adi_drv9025_DpdReset(ADI_ADRV9025_TX4, ADI_ADRV9025_DPD_LUT_RESTORE) 

Dual Frequency Band Use Case 
In the dual frequency band use case, the signals of transmit channels 1 and 2 are centered at fband1 and those of transmit channels 
3 and 4 at fband2. PA characteristics are band dependent, so the DPD model that is loaded into transmit channels 1 and 2 must be 
different than the model loaded into transmit channels 3 and 4 as shown in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15. Case 2 Dual Band Use Case Configuration 

 
The API sequence for programming DPD models in a dual frequency band use case are shown below. The factory calibrated 
coefficients can be programmed into the transceiver through the API adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfigSet() for the two pairs of 
transmit channels as described in the previous section. The DPD reset with the LUT restore option must be exercised for two 
channels at a time.  
adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfigSet() /* Load model for Tx12 */ 
adi_adrv9025_DpdReset(ADI_ADRV9025_TX1, ADI_ADRV9025_DPD_LUT_RESTORE) 
adi_adrv9025_DpdReset(ADI_ADRV9025_TX2, ADI_ADRV9025_DPD_LUT_RESTORE) 
adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfigSet()/* Load model for Tx34 */ 
adi_adrv9025_DpdReset(ADI_ADRV9025_TX3, ADI_ADRV9025_DPD_LUT_RESTORE) 
adi_adrv9025_DpdReset(ADI_ADRV9025_TX4, ADI_ADRV9025_DPD_LUT_RESTORE) 

Unique GMP Model Per Transmit Channel 
In addition to the use cases described above, a user can initialize each transmit channel with a unique GMP model. This approach 
is typically used when each PA exhibits a slightly different nonlinearity which in turn requires a different set of coefficients, as 
shown in Figure 16. 

 
Figure 16. Use Case where each transmit path requires a different set of DPD coefficients 

The API sequence for programming a unique DPD model per transmit channel is shown below. The factory calibrated coefficients 
can be programmed into the transceiver through the API adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfigSet() for the two pairs of transmit 
channels as described in the previous section. The DPD reset with the LUT restore option must be exercised for each channel.  
adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfigSet() /* Load model for Tx1 */ 
adi_adrv9025_DpdReset(ADI_ADRV9025_TX1, ADI_ADRV9025_DPD_LUT_RESTORE) 
adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfigSet() /* Load model for Tx2 */ 
adi_adrv9025_DpdReset(ADI_ADRV9025_TX2, ADI_ADRV9025_DPD_LUT_RESTORE) 
adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfigSet() /* Load model for Tx3 */ 
adi_adrv9025_DpdReset(ADI_ADRV9025_TX3, ADI_ADRV9025_DPD_LUT_RESTORE) 
adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfigSet() /* Load model for Tx4 */ 
adi_adrv9025_DpdReset(ADI_ADRV9025_TX4, ADI_ADRV9025_DPD_LUT_RESTORE) 

DPD SAMPLE CAPTURE  
The DPD algorithm relies on observing the samples distorted by the PA through an observation channel in order to estimate the 
DPD coefficients. The DPD algorithm captures the observation samples after they have been processed by the observation 
receiver channel, and before and after the DPD actuator in batches of 4096 samples.  The total number of samples that the DPD 
algorithm needs to capture is configured using the API adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfigSet() through the parameter 
adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfig_t.dpdSamples. The number of samples must be a multiple of 4096. Increasing the number of 
samples increases the processing time and computation load. Conversely, a decreased number of samples could impact the 
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accuracy of coefficient estimation. ADI recommends the number of samples be set to 16384, which provides a good balance 
between accuracy of estimation of coefficients and processing time.  
For successful captures, the transmitter to observation channel external signal routing needs to be conveyed to the firmware 
through the API adi_adrv9025_TxToOrxMappingSet(). 
For accurate estimation of pre-distortion coefficients, the transmitter and observation receiver samples are aligned in time by the 
sample capture engine in the transceiver. To align the samples, the external path delay initial calibration needs to be executed. 
using the API adi_adrv9025_InitCalsRun() with a mask value of ADI_ADRV9025_EXTERNAL_PATH_DELAY (= 0x00200000) along 
with the requisite Tx channel mask. 

DPD Sample Capture Process 
The DPD algorithm implements a peak detection-based capture strategy since the high-power signal levels contain more useful 
information for deriving DPD coefficients. The device’s calibration scheduler can initiate DPD capture at any available point in 
time when the transmit signal chain is enabled. The sequence of events involved in DPD sample capture process is shown in 
Figure 17.  
 

 
Figure 17. DPD Tracking Calibration Sample Capture Sequence 

 

Peak Search Window and Peak Detection Based Capture 
The DPD capture engine contains a peak detector that triggers captures on the largest peak seen in a specified time window as 
shown in Figure 18. Peak detection occurs at the DPD input and after CFR correction is applied.  
The peak detection time window is specified in number of samples at the DPD actuator rate using the API 
adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfgSet() through the parameter adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfig_t.dpdPeakSearchWindowSize. 
While longer peak search windows result in more accurate high-power DPD modeling, the capture process also takes longer to 
complete. The goal of peak search window optimization is to increase the probability of capturing high-power data without 
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penalizing the rest of the system operation. In order to do so, the system designer must study the worst case signal statistics. This 
DPD contains only one adaptation engine, so the capture mechanism is shared between all active channels. 

 
Figure 18. DPD Peak Detection Based Sample Capture Process for DPD Adaptation 
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DPD Sample Capture in TDD Mode 
There are additional considerations that a system developer needs to take into account for configuring the DPD in TDD mode. In 
TDD mode, the DPD sample capture process spans multiple TDD downlink slot periods (Tx ON periods), with each batch of 4096 
samples captured during one TDD downlink slot period (Tx ON period) through the peak detection process highlighted in the 
previous section. The peak search window size is specified by adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfig_t.dpdPeakSearchWindowSize 
and configured using the API adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfgSet(). The search window size is restricted to a maximum of one 
TDD downlink slot period(one Tx ON period) minus 4096 samples. 
An example of a typical sample capture process in TDD mode is illustrated in Figure 19. In this example, the total number of DPD 
samples specified by adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfig_t.dpdSamples is set to 16384 samples or four batches of 4096 samples. 
Each batch of 4096 samples corresponding to peaks P1, P2, P3, and P4, respectively, are captured over four TDD downlink slot 
periods (four Tx ON periods). If each Tx ON period consists of M samples at the DPD actuator rate, then the maximum peak 
search window size that can be configured using adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfig_t.dpdPeakSearchWindowSize is restricted to 
(M-4096) samples. At the end of four TDD downlink slot periods, a composite capture data consisting of 4 batches of 4096 
samples corresponding to peaks P1, P2, P3 and P4 respectively are used to estimate the DPD coefficients as described in the 
Indirect Learning sections. 
 

 
Figure 19. DPD Sample Capture Process in TDD Mode 

 

DPD DYNAMICS 
The transcevier DPD is designed to react to dynamic signaling conditions. The algorithm defines four models that can be 
implemented depending on the power levels to achieve the best dynamic performance. The four DPD models are defined Table 2. 
Table 2. DPD Models Explained 

DPD Model Description 

M-Table (Max Power Table ) 
(ADI_ADRV9025_DPD_MODEL_TABLE_M) 

Default model in all 3 DPD modes. The conditions for updating this table in 
different DPD modes are listed below - 

DPD MODE0 – The model defined by M-Table is updated on every DPD iteration 
if update criteria is met as described in ADI_ADRV9025_DPD_MODE0 section in 
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Table 3. The update criteria is described in the following section. 
DPD MODE1 -The model defined by M-Table is updated when the rms power of 
DPD capture samples exceeds previously recorded maximum rms power as 
described in ADI_ADRV9025_DPD_MODE1 section in Table 3. 

DPD MODE2 –The model defined by M-Table is updated only when the rms 
power of DPD capture samples exceeds M-Threshold specified by the 
configuration adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfig_t.dpdMThreshold and the rms 
power of DPD capture samples exceeds the previously recorded maximum rms 
power. Please refer to Table 3 for more details on DPD Mode 2 operation. 

C-Table (Current-Table ) 
(ADI_ADRV9025_DPD_MODEL_TABLE_C) 

The model defined by C-Table is a low power model only applicable only in DPD 
MODE2 when the rms power of DPD capture samples is below the M-Threshold 
value specified by adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfig_t.dpdMThreshold as 
described by ADI_ADRV9025_DPD_MODE2 section in Table 3. 

R-Table (Recovery Table) 
(ADI_ADRV9025_DPD_MODEL_TABLE_R) 

R-Table or recovery table is a recovery model that stores the coefficients 
generated from the highest power data captured by DPD. The maximum power 
recorded by the recovery model doesn’t decay unlike the maximum power 
recorded by M-Table(which decays by 0.2 dB per update period). 

U-Table (Unity Gain Table) 
(ADI_ADRV9025_DPD_MODEL_TABLE_U) 

Unity gain model in which output is equal to input. This model is usually 
activated in low power conditions where pre-distortion is not necessary. 

DPD Modes of Operation 
The DPD functionality supports three modes of operation that are listed in Table 3. The user can select one of the three modes 
based on the application. The DPD engine needs to react to changing signal conditions, so ADI has developed proprietary 
algorithms that address this requirement. Within a cost-bounded implementation there is no solution that will achieve absolute 
performance on any time scale of measurement. The ADI solution is an optimized compromise between performance and 
complexity. 
The DPD mode of operation can be configured through the API adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfigSet() using the parameter 
adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfig_t.dpdUpdateMode parameter. The DPD update mode can be set to one of the three 
enumerated list of options represented by adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingUpdateMode_e. 
Table 3. DPD Modes of Operation 

DPD Mode of 
Operation 

Description 

ADI_ADRV9025_DPD_M
ODE0 

DPD coefficients corresponding to the GMP model are updated once every second. This mode 
offers the best sustained performance for any signal at the expense of transient emissions when 
the signal changes rapidly. 

Shown in Figure 20 is the DPD updates in Mode 0. The DPD updates coefficients once every 
update period independent of the RMS power measured by the DPD captures for coefficient 
computation. 
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DPD Mode of 
Operation 

Description 

 
Figure 20. DPD Mode 0 Update Example 

ADI_ADRV9025_DPD_M
ODE1 

DPD coefficients corresponding to the GMP model are updated only if the RMS power measured 
by the DPD exceeds the previously recorded maximum RMS power by the DPD algorithm. The 
RMS power is calculated on the samples captured by the DPD for coefficient computation. The 
number of samples to capture for a DPD update is specified by 
adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfig_t.dpdSamples. Typically this is set to 16384 samples. The 
recorded maximum power decays at a fixed rate of 0.2 dB per update. 

Shown in Figure 21 is an illustration of DPD updates in Mode 1. The DPD algorithm updates 
coefficients only when the RMS power measured by the DPD during the update exceeds the 
previously recorded maximum power. In this example, there is no update b/w Update 1 and 
Update 2 because the RMS power is below the max power recorded. 

 
Figure 21. DPD Mode 1 Update Example 

DPD Mode 1 offers the best mitigation of transient emissions when the signal changes rapidly, at 
the expense of sustained performance in certain low-power signal conditions. 

ADI_ADRV9025_DPD_M
ODE2 

In this mode, the DPD algorithm maintains 2 separate look up tables, one for low power region 
and the other for the high power region. Depending on the RMS power measured by the DPD 
on the samples captured for coefficient computation, the DPD algorithm either switches to the 
high power look up table(M-Table) or the low power look up table(C-Table), and the same look 
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DPD Mode of 
Operation 

Description 

up table is active until the next DPD update. The RMS power threshold separating the low power 
and high power region is user configurable through the parameter 
adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfig_t. dpdMThreshold. The RMS power is calculated on the 
samples captured by the DPD for coefficient computation. The number of samples to capture for 
a DPD update is specified by adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfig_t.dpdSamples. Typically this is set 
to 16384 samples. 

Figure 22 is an illustration of DPD updates in Mode 2 operation.  

 

Figure 22. Illustration of DPD Updates in Mode 2 

This offers a compromise between modes 0 and 1. There is some mitigation of transient 
emissions when the signal changes rapidly and sustained performance in many signaling 
conditions. 

Transmitter Low Power Threshold  
The DPD continuously integrates the baseband power level at the input of the DPD actuator so that it can switch between the 
different models described in Table 3. The power is measured for a period of 10 ms through a leaky integrator that runs 
continuously in the background. If the 10 ms integrated rms power of the DPD input samples is below the transmitter low power 
threshold specified by adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfig_t.minAvgSignalLevel in linear scale, the unity gain table is activated, and 
if the 10 ms integrated rms power of the DPD input samples is higher than the Tx low power threshold specified by 
adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfig_t.minAvgSignalLevel in linear scale, the DPD model defined by M-Table is activated in DPD 
Mode 0 and Mode 1. In DPD mode 2, there is an additional threshold specified by 
adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfig_t.dpdMThreshold described in the next section. The dynamics of the DPD based on the 
transmit baseband input level is shown in Figure 23. 
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Figure 23. DPD Dynamics and Tx Low Power Threshold 

Transmitter M-Threshold  
The M-Threshold is a max power threshold specified by adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfig_t.dpdMThreshold that is valid only in 
DPD mode 2 operation (adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfig_t.dpdUpdateMode = ADI_ADRV9025_DPD_MODE2). There are two 
DPD models (M-Table, C-Table) that the DPD tracking calibration maintains and updates. The DPD model update mechanism in 
DPD mode 2 operation is described in Table 4. Note that the switching mechanism between the models M-Table (high power), C-
Table (low power) and U-Table (unity gain) is based on the 10 ms integrated rms power of the DPD actuator input samples, 
similar to the mechanism described in DPD Characterization for optimizing M-Threshold section.  
The dynamics of the DPD based on the Tx baseband input level with the M-Threshold taken into consideration is shown in Figure 
24. 
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Figure 24. ADRV9025 DPD Dynamics in DPD Mode 2 

 
Observation receiver Low Power Threshold 
The observation receiver low power threshold can be used to compare observation samples against the threshold specified by 
adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfig_t.minAvgSignalLevelOrx  in linear scale, to determine if a DPD update needs to be applied. This 
can help avoid DPD updates when the signal level is low and, consequently, the signal to noise ratio of the observed samples is 
poor. If the rms power of the DPD capture samples is greater than the observation channel low power threshold, an update will 
be applied to the appropriate DPD model if the Tx low power threshold condition described in the previous section is also 
satisfied. Table 4 captures the various conditions related to the power levels and updates of transmitter and observation receiver 
captured samples.  
Table 4. DPD Update Criteria Based on the Signal Level of Captured Samples 

DPD Capture Samples RMS power 
condition 

DPD captured Tx samples > 
adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfig_t. 

minAvgSignalLevel  

DPD captured Tx samples < 
adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingC
onfig_t. 

minAvgSignalLevel  

DPD captured Orx samples > 
adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfig_t.minAvgSig
nalLevelOrx   

• DPD Update applied to M-Table in 
DPD Mode 0 and Mode 1 

• DPD Update applied to C-Table / M-
Table depending on 
adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfig_t.d
pdMThreshold in DPD mode 2 

No DPD update applied.  

DPD captured Orx samples < 
adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfig_t.minAvgSig
nalLevelOrx   

No DPD update applied No DPD update applied 

DPD REGULARIZATION 
DPD regularization is used to make the DPD coefficient estimation less sensitive to missing data and prevent over-fitting. The 
DPD is essentially a curve fitting process, and Figure 25 outlines the optimum fitting to achieve in a system. A higher 
regularization prevents over-fitting, in turn improving stability but limiting the ACLR improvement. On the other hand, a low 
regularization allows for better ACLR improvement, but stability of the DPD needs to be kept in check.  

 
Figure 25. Comparison of Underfitting, Overfitting and Balanced Fitting 

The AM-AM characteristics of a PA for a case where there is sparse data in the high power region is Shown in Figure 26. In this 
case, a low regularization value would result in overfitting and causing instability. 
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Figure 26. DPD Regularization for Decreasing Sensitivity to Sparse Data 

For the AM-AM characteristics shown above, the effect of low regularization and optimum regularization on DPD is shown in 
Figure 27. With low regularization, the DPD algorithm has a tendency to overfit resulting in high power scattering. With the 
optimum regularization, the sensitivity of DPD algorithm to sparse data in high power is minimized. 

 
Figure 27. Effect of DPD Regularization on DPD Stability 

The DPD provides user configuration for regularization via adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfig_t. dpdIndirectRegularizationValue 
and adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfig_t.dpdDirectRegularizationValue for indirect learning and direct learning mechanisms 
configured via the adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfigSet() API.  

DPD Regularization in DPD Mode 2 
For DPD Mode 2 operation where separate pre-distortion coefficients are maintained for low power (C-Table) and high power (M-
Table) data, a separate regularization value can also be applied to low power (C-Table) and high power (M-Table) models. This is 
typically intended to be used with GaN PA applications where the PA non-linearity characteristics could vary for low power and 
high power signals. 
Table 5. DPD Regularization Parameters in DPD Mode 2 

Regularization Parameter Target DPD Actuator Model 

adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfig_t. 
dpdIndirectRegularizationValue 

M-Table 

adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfig_t. 
dpdIndirectRegularizationLowPowerValue 

C-Table 

NOTE: Separate low power and high power regularization values are only applicable using the DPD indirect learning mechanism. 
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DPD ROBUSTNESS 
This section provides an overview of the features that enhance DPD robustness. These features include DPD stability metrics and 
flexible architecture for setting up recovery actions based on these pre-defined DPD metrics. The user can optionally turn on the 
DPD robustness feature to protect DPD against erroneous adaptations in abnormal conditions. 
In the transceiver DPD, abnormal conditions are detected by monitoring the following metrics:  
1. Indirect error that indicates if the pre-distorted samples match the expected result after experiencing PA distortion 
2. Transmit capture RMS power 
3. Transmit capture peak power 
4. Observed capture RMS power 
5. Observed capture peak power 
6. Post-DPD Capture Tx to ORx EVM (Indirect EVM) which is a measure of non-linearity in the gain line up 
7. Pre-DPD capture Tx to ORx EVM (Direct EVM) which is a measure of DPD linearization performance 
From a user’s point of view, there are two sets of actions that are required to be taken: 
• Define the fault conditions via adi_adrv9025_DpdFaultConditionSet() API 
• Provide user-configurable thresholds and actions for fault conditions defined in previous step via 

adi_adrv9025_DpdRecoveryActionSet() API 
Example: measure transmit capture power, if power < threshold, abandon adaptation 

Calculation of Metrics 
After estimation of the DPD coefficients, the error between the predicted and measured predistortion is computed to determine 
the expected DPD performance. Detection of a large error prevents application of bad coefficients can be calculated using the 
following equation: 

 

where  is a vector of Tx samples after DPD actuator (post-DPD data);  is a matrix of features (such as items in GMP) 

formulated by ORx samples;  is the DPD coefficients vector; and the operator  is the (Euclidean) norm of vectors. 
Similarly, indirect EVM and direct EVM are calculated using the following equations: 

 

 

where  is a vector of Tx samples before the DPD actuator (pre-DPD data) and  is a vector of ORx samples. All samples are 
time aligned and gain and phase equalized. The size of the vectors is the number of samples used in each update of the DPD 
coefficients. 

Transmit signal mean and peak power are calculated from the pre-DPD samples in  and post-DPD samples in , respectively. 

Observation receiver mean and peak power are calculated by the samples in .  
 

Defining Fault Conditions 
The user can define fault conditions through the data structure adi_adrv9025_DpdFaultCondition_t described in Table 6. The 
fault conditions are programmed through the API adi_adrv9025_DpdFaultConditionSet().  
Table 6. DPD fault condition definition data structure adi_adrv9025_DpdFaultCondition_t 

Member Data Type Description 
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dpdMetric adi_adrv9025_DpdMetric_e One of the seven DPD stability metrics described in the 
previous section 

comparator adi_adrv9025_DpdComparator_e 

The user can select a greater than or less than 
comparator for defining a fault condition. Eg: The user 
can define a fault condition where Tx RMS power is 
greater than a certain threshold and ORx RMS power is 
lesser than a certain threshold. 

threshold0 Int16 Defines a threshold for a lower severity level  

threshold1 Int16 Defines a threshold for a higher severity level  

persistentCount UInt16 
Persistence count is defined with the expectation that 
more aggressive recovery actions will be required in case 
the fault conditions persist. 

The currently available action list is shown in Table 7. The fault conditions defined in Table 6 can be associated with a recovery 
action programmed through the API adi_adrv9025_DpdRecoveryActionSet(). 
Table 7 ADRV902x Recovery Action Bit-mask Definition 

Action Index Description Action Word 

recoveryAction_0 Abandon update bit 0 

recoveryAction_1 Revert all LUTs to unity bit 1 

recoveryAction_2 Reset DPD adaptation state (internal adaptation statistics, say) bit 2 

recoveryAction_3 HW reset actuator bit 3 

recoveryAction_4 Switch to the maxPower model bit 4 

recoveryAction_5 Switch to some specific recovery model bit 5 

The DPD fault conditions configured in the firmware on startup are listed in Table 8. 
Table 8. Default Definition of Fault Condition Matrix 

Metric Comparator Low Threshold High Threshold Persistent 
Count 

Mean TU Power (Pre-DPD) Less Than -37 dBFS -46 dBFS 10 

Peak TU Power (Pre-DPD) Less Than -26 dBFS -35 dBFS 10 

Mean Tx Power (Post-DPD) Less Than -37 dBFS -46 dBFS 10 

Peak Tx Power (Post-DPD) Less Than -26 dBFS -35 dBFS 10 

Mean ORx power (Post-DPD) Less Than -34 dBFS -43 dBFS 10 

Peak ORx power (Post-DPD) Less Than -23 dBFS -32 dBFS 10 

Pre-DPD capture Tx to ORx EVM (Direct EVM) Greater Than 5% 15% 10 

Post-DPD capture Tx to ORx EVM (Indirect EVM) Greater Than 8% 15% 10 

Indirect Error Greater Than 3% 12% 10 
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Select Error Greater Than 3% 13% 10 

The DPD recovery actions configured in the firmware on startup are listed in Table 9. 
Table 9. Default Recovery Action Matrix 

Metric Recover Action if 
Low Threshold is 
Violated Once 

Recover Action if 
Low Threshold 
Violation Persists 

Recover Action if 
High Threshold is 
Violated Once 

Recover Action if 
High Threshold 
Violation Persists 

Mean TU Power (Pre-
DPD) 

Abandon DPD LUT 
Update 

Take no action Take no action Take no action 

Peak TU Power (Pre-
DPD) 

Abandon DPD LUT 
Update 

Take no action Take no action Take no action 

Mean Tx Power (Post-
DPD) 

Abandon DPD LUT 
Update 

Take no action Take no action Take no action 

Peak Tx Power (Post-
DPD) 

Abandon DPD LUT 
Update 

Take no action Take no action Take no action 

Mean ORx Power 
(Post-DPD) 

Abandon DPD LUT 
Update 

Take no action Take no action Take no action 

Peak ORx power (Post-
DPD) 

Abandon DPD LUT 
Update 

Take no action Take no action Take no action 

Pre-DPD Capture Tx to 
ORx EVM (Direct EVM) 

Take no action Take no action Take no action Take no action 

Post-DPD Capture Tx 
to ORx EVM (Indirect 
EVM) 

Take no action Take no action Take no action Take no action 

Indirect Error Abandon DPD LUT 
Update 

Abandon DPD LUT 
Update + Revert LUTs 
to unity + Reset DPD 
adaptation state + HW 
reset DPD actuator 

Take no action Take no action 

Select Error Abandon DPD LUT 
Update 

Abandon DPD LUT 
Update + Revert LUTs 
to unity + Reset DPD 
adaptation state + HW 
reset DPD actuator 

Take no action Take no action 

NOTE: The recovery actions follow a many-to-one mapping. Each of the four columns in the table indicate error conditions and 
each error condition has a unique metrics-mask to which multiple fault condition metrics can be mapped by ‘OR’ing the metrics. 
For example, in the matrix shown below, persistent error 0 looks for violation of lower thresholds from either indirect EVM, 
mean TU power OR Peak Tx power, whereas persistent error1 looks for high threshold violations from indirect EVM only to 
trigger a recovery action. 

Error 
Condition 

Error0 -  Fault 
condition threshold0 
violated once 

Persistent0 – Fault 
Condition Threshold0 
violated persistenly 

Error1 -  Fault 
condition threshold0 
violated once 

Persistent1 – Fault 
Condition Threshold0 
violated persistenly 
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RECOVERY 
ACTION 

Do Nothing Skip DPD LUT Updates Do Nothing  Skip DPD LUT Updates  
AND Reset DPD 
coefficients to unity 
gain(Actuator output = 
Actuator input) 

FAULT 
CONDITION 

- Indirect EVM OR Mean Tu 
Power OR Peak Tu Power 

- Indirect EVM Only 

Figure 28. Recovery Action Example 

The following is an example code snippet to setup recovery actions shown in the matrix above:  

 

DPD ACTUATOR GAIN MONITORING FOR ROBUSTNESS  
Principle of Operation 
The DPD gain monitoring mechanism uses power meters at the input and output of the DPD actuator to determine when to 
switch between DPD models if the actuator gain violates a programmable threshold. The gain monitoring mechanism can be used 
to monitor gain over range as well as gain under range. Gain over range can occur when DPD is trying to expand gain to 
compensate for gain compression. A gain under range condition can occur due to bad coefficients or gain compression. 
Gain can be monitored either sample by sample or averaged over a number of samples. The maximum number of samples that 
can be averaged is 128k samples (~266 µs worth of samples at a 491.52 MSPS rate). The average gain over several thousands of 
samples should not typically exceed 1 dB. The gain monitoring mechanism can be setup to switch to a unity gain or any other 
model if the gain/attenuation across the actuator is in the range of several dBs. Figure 29 represents a high level overview of the 
DPD actuator hardware in the signal chain. 
Table 2 explains the DPD models implemented in the transceiver. The user has an option to switch to either one of these 4 DPD 
models in case the actuator output experiences high gain or high attenuation as explained in the previous section 
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Figure 29. DPD Actuator Gain Monitoring Functional Diagram 

DPD Actuator Gain Monitoring Configurations 
The following adjustments listed in Table 10 can be used to configure the DPD actuator gain monitoring feature.  
Table 10. DPD Gain Monitoring Configurations 

Gain Monitor Configuration Description 

adi_adrv9025_DpdActGainMonitorCtrl_t. 
dpdGainMonitorEnable 

Enable/Disable gain monitoring 

adi_adrv9025_DpdActGainMonitorThresh_t. 
dpdGainMonitorQualThresh 

Minimum signal level above which gain monitoring will be 
exercised. MSB 16 bits of I2 + Q2 32 bit data. 

adi_adrv9025_DpdActGainMonitorCtrl_t. 
highGainModelAutoLoadEnable 

Configuration to explicitly enable/disable high gain over range 
detection 

adi_adrv9025_DpdActGainMonitorCtrl_t. Configuration to explicitly enable/disable low gain under range 
detection 

adi_adrv9025_DpdActGainMonitorThresh_t. 
dpdGainMonitorUpperThresh 

High gain threshold above which a model switch can be initiated 
by the gain monitoring hardware. Only applicable if gain 
overrange detection is enabled 

adi_adrv9025_DpdActGainMonitorThresh_t. 
dpdGainMonitorLowerThresh  

Low gain threshold(attenuation) below which a model switch can 
be initiated by the gain monitoring hardware. Only applicable if 
gain under range detection is enabled. 

adi_adrv9025_DpdActGainMonitorCtrl_t. 
dpdGainMonitorUpperThreshModelSel 

Model to switch to on violation of high gain threshold 

adi_adrv9025_DpdActGainMonitorCtrl_t. 
dpdGainMonitorLowerThreshModelSel 

Model to switch to on violation of low gain threshold 

adi_adrv9025_DpdActGainMonitorCtrl_t. Controls the number of samples over which gain is averaged. 
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dpdGainMonitorIIRDecay 

 

Decay rate can be calculated as follows; N = 
(65536/(averaging_window_size/2)) where the decay rate will be 
equal to log2(N). 

 

DPD Actuator Gain Monitoring API 
The API functions used to control gain monitoring are listed in Table 11. 
Table 11. DPD Actuator Gain Monitoring API 

API Function Description 

adi_adrv9025_DpdActuatorGainMonitorConfigSet() This function sets the DPD gain monitor configuration 
described in Table 10. Gain monitoring can be used to 
automatically switch to selected models when actuator gain 
overrange or under range is seen. Gain violation thresholds 
are user configurable. This function takes in as argument, a 
pointer to the device data structure, and a pointer to a 
structure of type adi_adrv9025_DpdActGainMonitorConfig_t 
which contains configurations shown in Table 10. 

adi_adrv9025_DpdActuatorGainMonitorConfigGet() This function returns the DPD gain monitor configuration 
applied in the device for the requested Tx channel. 

An example python script to setup the gain monitor with the configuration described in Table 12 is shown below the table. 
Table 12. Gain Monitor Configuration Parameters 

Configuration Value 

Gain Monitor Enable Enabled 

Gain Detection Qualifying Threshold -42 dBFS 

Gain Overrange Detection Enable Enabled 

Gain Under range Detection Enable Enabled 

Gain overrange threshold +6 dB  

Gain under range threshold - 6 dB 

Gain over range model select Unity Gain (Model 3) 

Gain under range model select Recovery Table (Model 2) 

Decay Rate 1 
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Figure 30. Example Python Script to Configure Gain Monitoring Feature 
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DPD Actuator Gain Monitoring + Model Switching State Machine Representation 
The flow chart in Figure 31 describes the function of the gain monitoring state machine. The DPD gain monitoring, once enabled, 
runs independently from the DPD actuator. It monitors the gain of the signal across the actuator until it is turned off, as shown in 
the state diagram.  
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Figure 31. DPD Gain Monitoring State Machine 
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DPD ACTUATOR BYPASS  

The ADRV9029 DPD provides a mechanism to bypass pre-distortion through GPIO control. The GPIO input is level sensitive and 
activates the unity gain model for the duration of time where the GPIO level is high. The GPIO based DPD actuator bypass is 
typically used for antenna calibrations in M-MIMO applications, where the pre-distortion must be disabled for the duration of 
antenna calibration to prevent pre-distortion from affecting antenna calibration accuracy. Figure 32 describes how this process is 
implemented. 
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1
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Figure 32. DPD Actuator Bypass through GPIO 

The GPIO control for DPD actuator bypass is managed by the stream processor in the transceiver. This feature can be enabled 
through the following steps: 
1. Configure the stream to associate a GPIO with DPD actuator bypass control and generate a stream binary. The transceiver 

evaluation software can be used to configure the GPIO for DPD actuator bypass and generate the stream binary. The “Tx Ant 
Cal GPIO Pin” option under Stream Settings in the initialization page can be used to configure the GPIO and the stream 
binary can be generated using the “Create Script” option shown in Figure 33. 

 
Figure 33. DPD Actuator Bypass GPIO Pin Stream Configuration Using Transceiver Evaluation Software 

2. Convey this stream configuration to ADRV9025 software by assigning the stream GP input pins in the post MCS init 
structure. In Figure 34 an example configuration is shown where GPIO_06 is assigned to Stream GP Input 6 in the post MCS 
init structure. 
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Figure 34. Post MCS Init Stream GPIO Configuration Structure 

NOTE: Please ensure that the GPIO assigned for controlling DPD actuator bypass is driven to a low state during initialization to 
prevent interference with initial calibrations. 

DPD STATUS  
The user can obtain the status of the DPD tracking calibration during runtime through the API command 
adi_adrv9025_DpdStatusGet() which updates a data structure of type adi_adrv9025_DpdStatus_t supplied by the user. The 
DPD status data structure returns the following information captured in Table 13. 
Table 13. DPD Recovery Action Bit-mask Definition 

Member Data Type Description 

dpdErrorCode adi_adrv9025_DpdError_e 

DPD error status. Please refer to the file 
adi_adrv9025_dfe_types.h for a full list of DPD 
error codes returned by the DPD status. If the 
DPD is functioning correctly, this parameter 
should return ADI_ADRV9025_DPD_NO_ERROR. 

dpdPercentComplete UInt32 Percentage of DPD update completed. 

dpdIterCount UInt32 No. of DPD updates scheduled 

dpdUpdateCount UInt32 No. of successful DPD updates 

dpdSyncStatus adi_adrv9025_TrackingCalSyncStatus_e 

DPD and CLGC tracking calibrations are 
synchronized through a semaphore mechanism. 
This member returns SYNC_OK if both DPD and 
CLGC are synchronized. If CLGC is not enabled, 
then this field can be ignored. 

dpdModelTable adi_adrv9025_DpdModelTableSel_e Currently active DPD model(M-Table/C-Table/U-
Table) described in Table 2 

dpdStatistics adi_adrv9025_DpdStatistics_t Current values of DPD stability metrics described 
in Table 8 
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RECOMMENDED SEQUENCE FOR ENABLING THE DPD TRACKING CALIBRATION 
The sequence for running DPD tracking calibrations is shown in Table 14. 
Table 14.  DPD Tracking Calibration Bringup Sequence 

Step Action APIs used 

1 Program the device and run initial 
calibrations(including TxQEC initial calibration) with 
the PA turned off. 

- 
(Utility function adi_daughterboard_Program() can be used 
to program the device) 

 

2 Setup external Tx to ORx mapping adi_adrv9025_TxToOrxMappingSet 

3 Adjust ORx gain to an appropriate value to avoid 
saturation. The default gain index in ADRV9025 is 
255 (0dB attenuation) 

adi_adrv9025_RxGainSet 

4 Turn on the PA and run the external path delay initial 
calibration. Alternatively, factory calibrated path 
delay values can be programmed via 
ExternalPathDelaySet() commands 

adi_adrv9025_InitCalsRun for calibrating path delay 

 

adi_adrv9025_ExternalPathDelaySet(), 

adi_adrv9025_ClgcExternalPathDelaySet() 

5 Run the Tx external LO Leakage initial calibration adi_adrv9025_InitCalsRun 

6 If using ADRV9025 CFR, configure the CFR settings. adi_adrv9025_CfrConfigSet, 
adi_adrv9025_CfrEnableSet, 

adi_adrv9025_CfrCorrectionPulseWrite_v2 

7 If using ADRV9025 CFR, run the CFR initial 
calibration 

adi_adrv9025_InitCalsRun 

8 Load the DPD model adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfigSet 

9 Assert DPD Reset adi_adrv9025_DpdReset 

9b If a unique DPD model is required to be applied to each Model 

10 Setup DPD mode of operation, DPD peak search 
window size and low power threshold 

adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfigSet 

11 Setup DPD fault conditions and recovery 
actions(optional)  

adi_adrv9025_DpdFaultConditionSet, 
adi_adrv9025_DpdRecoveryActionSet 

 

12 Setup CLGC configurations and target loop gain adi_adrv9025_ClgcConfigSet 

13 Enable Tx QEC and Tx LO Leakage tracking 
Calibrations 

adi_adrv9025_TrackingCalsEnableSet 

14 Enable DPD Tracking Calibration adi_adrv9025_TrackingCalsEnableSet 

15 Enable CLGC Tracking Calibration adi_adrv9025_TrackingCalsEnableSet 

16 Monitor DPD tracking calibration status adi_adrv9025_DpdStatusGet 
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Step Action APIs used 

17 Monitor CLGC tracking calibration status adi_adrv9025_ClgcStatusGet 

DPD STABILITY METRICS CHARACTERIZATION 
The following stability metrics are at the disposal of the user for defining stability: 
• Transmit power thresholds 
• Observed power thresholds 
• Direct EVM  - Difference between measured pre DPD transmitted and observed samples  
• Indirect EVM – Difference between measured post DPD transmitted and observed samples 
• Indirect Error – Difference between measured post DPD transmitted and predicted samples. Predicted samples are obtained 

by applying the DPD model to the observed samples 
• Select Error – Same as indirect error, but, computed for post DPD transmitted samples whose amplitude is greater than –30 

dBFS 
All the above metrics are user configurable. The following section provides characterization data which might provide some 
guidance regarding factors that could influence the configuration of the stability metrics defined. 

Measuring DPD Adaptation Performance through Direct EVM and Indirect Error 
Shown below are three cases where the stability metrics direct EVM and indirect Error parameters are compared for different 
ACLR performance levels of an NR100 signal TM3.1 signal. 
Case 1: The ACLR performance is ~46.6 dBc in L3 channel and corresponds to a direct EVM of 2%. 

 
Figure 35. Bad ACLR Performance Correlation with a High Direct EVM Value 

Case 2: The ACLR performance is better (~47.5 dBc) than case 1, which also corresponds to reduced direct EVM. 

 
Figure 36. Improved ACLR Performance Corresponds to Improved Direct EVM 

Case 3: The ACLR performance is best amongst the three cases (~48.5 dBc) which is reflected in the reduced direct EVM 
numbers. 
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Figure 37. Direct EVM for the Best ACLR Performance 

Observation Receiver Attenuation vs Stability Metrics 
Shown below is the trend for the EVM and error stability metrics for different observation receiver channel attenuation values. It 
can be observed that as observation receiver attenuation is increased, the error percentage also increases. The same might be 
true for a low SNR transmitter to observation receiver channel. It is advised to increase the threshold for stability metrics as the 
observation receiver attenuation increases or the channel SNR decreases. 

 
Figure 38. ORx Attenuation vs. Stability Metrics 

Observation Receiver Interference 
Although unlikely, any interference in the observation receiver channel can cause DPD instability and can cause the firmware to 
derive wrong DPD coefficients resulting in poor performance as shown below in Figure 39, which includes the bench 
characterization of observation receiver interference levels affecting ACLR and stability metrics. Depending on the application 
and the ACLR performance, the user can  budget for the threshold of stability metrics. T1 represents the ACLR degradation at 5% 
indirect EVM, and T2 represents ACLR degradation at 15% EVM. Data2 represents the absolute value of ACLR in dBm as the 
power level of the interferer injected into the observation receiver increases. The total carrier power of the primary signal used 
for characterization is 26.23 dBm. 
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Figure 39. ORx Interference vs Stability Metrics 

Transmit Signal vs Stability Metrics 
Shown in Figure 40 is the degradation of stability metrics with decreasing transmitter signal power. When the signal level is close 
to –36 dBFS, it can be observed that the EVM percentages are close to 5%. At a transmitter signal level close to –46 dBFS, the 
EVM percentages are close to 15%, causing further ACLR degradation.  
 

 
Figure 40. Tx Signal Level vs ACLR Degradation 

 

Summary 
• DPD performance can be measured by direct EVM. The direct EVM numbers are lower when the performance on the DPD 

adaptation is good. 
• As ORx attenuation increases, an increase in EVM percentages can be observed. 
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• Interference/high noise levels in Tx-ORx channels can cause the EVM and error percentages to increase. Fault conditions and 
corresponding recovery actions can be defined for EVM numbers to avoid bad DPD updates. 

• As Tx signal level decreases, the EVM percentages increase. However, an argument can be made that DPD might not be 
required at lower signal levels for certain PAs. 

• Another factor to note is the DPD model that the user configures the part with. An incompatible prior DPD model configured 
by the user can cause the EVM and error percentages to increase leading to poor DPD performance. 

• Catastrophic conditions such as loss of signals can also lead to high EVM and error percentages which can be monitored by 
the user. 

Shown above are some of the scenarios that could cause degradation of DPD performance. However, it is advised that the user 
characterize the system under test for EVM corruption that is specific to the system or conditions prevalent before configuring 
the thresholds. 

DPD CHARACTERIZATION FOR OPTIMIZING M-THRESHOLD 
A DPD characterization test for optimizing M-Table threshold in DPD Mode 2 includes the following steps: 
1. Bring up DPD with a full power,  full bandwidth signal (for example, TM3.1a at -14 dBFS and 100 MHz BW) 
2. Once DPD converges, turn off DPD. 
3. Sweep power in 1 dB steps from full power to ~15 dB backed off level. 
4. Record ACPR, ACP and EVM of demodulated data at each level. An example tabulation of characterization data is shown in 

Figure 41. 
 

 
Figure 41. DPD Characterization for Optimizing M-Threshold in DPD Mode 2 

For the example shown above, the characterization data relative to a 45 dBc ACP specification and 2.5% EVM is plotted in Figure 
42. The figure shows that, although DPD performance is sustained across power levels, the EVM violates the 2.5% specification at 
approximately –24 dBFS. Based on the characterization data, it can be determined that that optimum M-Table threshold in DPD 
mode 2 is –24 dBFS. 
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Figure 42. DPD Characterization Data Plot for Characterizing M-Threshold 

TYPICAL PROCEDURE TO SET UP DPD USING GUI 
The DPD tab on the ADRV9029 TES GUI is the primary evaluation tool for the DPD feature. In addition, the DPD application 
programming interface (API) and dynamic link library (DLL) may be used to interact and control the DPD via Python or C#. The 
ADRV9029 GUI supports an IronPython tab that can be used for scripting purposes. 
The user should pay attention to adjusting signal levels at the Tx output and ORx input to protect the PA under evaluation and 
achieve desired performance. Before enabling DPD, ADRV9029’s PA protection feature should be enabled to prevent unexpected 
signal levels damaging PA under evaluation.  
The following section describes how to set up DPD on the device using TES. The user has to ensure the device is programmed 
using one of the DPD profiles where either one or both of the DPD half-band (HB) are enabled. Usecase 51 is shown in Figure 43. 
While programming the device, the PA must be turned off to avoid any damage from high amplitude signals transmitted during 
initial calibration. The user must ensure the Tx-to-ORx mapping is correct and ORx LO is configured to use Tx LO. Once 
initialization is complete, the PA can be turned on.  

 
Figure 43. Usecase 51 Tx Datapath Overview 

The user can load the desired waveform using the Tones pop-up window in the Transmit tab on TES as shown in Figure 44. If 
desired, the peak-to-average-ratio (PAR) of the waveform can be adjusted using ADRV9029’s CFR feature. The user can refer to 
the CFR section in this document. Alternatively, a waveform with CFR applied to it can be loaded as well.  
 

 
Figure 44. Load Waveform Using Transceiver Evaluation Software 

The DPD adaptation results in an expansion at the peak values of the waveform. The user can allow adequate headroom (3-5 dB) 
by using the ‘Scaling (dB)’ field. Alternatively, the waveform can be scaled prior to loading.  
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After loading the waveform, set the ‘Tx attenuation’ to get the desired output power. The waveform is transmitted using the ‘Play’ 
button on the transmit tab. After playing the waveform, the user can read the power at the output of the PA via a spectrum 
analyzer or a power meter (more accurate method).   

 
Figure 45. Setting Tx Attenuation and Playing the Waveform 

The user can check to make sure ORx is not saturated or too close to the noise floor using the ‘Obs Rx’ tab. ORx gain can be 
adjusted to get appropriate signal levels.  
On the DFE tab, there is a specific sub-tab for DPD. DPD sub-tab allows the user to fully configure and observe DPD. The ACLR 
measurement window is not available at this point (play button is not functional and is not used to enable any DPD feature). The 
following steps outline the sequence to configure DPD: 
1. Load model file from PC (model files are provided by ADI). Make sure Real Coeff of the linear term (i=1, j=1, k=0) is set to 1.  

 
Figure 46. Load DPD model file 

2. Configure ‘DPD Tracking Config’ parameters (default values provide a good starting point). 
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Figure 47. Configure DPD Tracking Config 

3. Select desired Tx channel to apply settings. 
4. Apply DPD tracking configuration by clicking on ‘Apply Tracking Config’, as shown in Figure 48. 
5. Run Path Delay initial calibration using ‘Run Path Delay Init Cal’ button. 
6. Apply DPD model on the M or C tables using ‘Apply Model on Device from M Table’ and ‘Apply Model on Device from C Table’ 

buttons. See Figure 48. 
7.  Click ‘Enable DPD on selected channels (only)’ to enable DPD Tracking. 

 
Figure 48. Apply DPD Settings 

8. DPD status and statistics can be revealed by using ‘Get Status and Statistics’ for the respective Tx channel. See Figure 49. 
9. ‘Reset DPD’ button in Figure 49 appies a full reset to DPD. 
10. From the functional window in Figure 49, user can fetch the model on the device with ‘Fetch Model on Device from M Table’ 

and ‘Fetch Model on Device from C Table’. 
11. The DPD tracking configuration that the chip is currently using can be fetched with ‘Get Tracking Config’. 
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Figure 49. Get DPD Status and Statistics 

The steps below outline the procedure to change the DPD model or apply a different tracking configuration parameter. 
1. Disable DPD tracking by unchecking the Tx channel under consideration in Figure 48 and click ‘Enable DPD on selected 

channels (only)’.  
2. Use ‘Reset DPD’ to apply a Full Reset. 
3. Load model file from PC (model files are provided by ADI). Make sure Real Coeff of the linear term (i=1, j=1, k=0) is set to 1.  
4. Configure ‘DPD Tracking Config’ parameters. 
5. Select desired Tx channel to apply settings on (Figure 48). 
6. Apply DPD tracking configuration by clicking on ‘Apply Tracking Config’, as shown in Figure 48. 
7. Apply DPD model on the M or C tables using ‘Apply Model on Device from M Table’ and ‘Apply Model on Device from C Table’ 

buttons. See Figure 48. 
8. Click ‘Enable DPD on selected channels (only)’ to enable DPD Tracking. 
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CREST FACTOR REDUCTION (CFR) 
The ADRV9029 variant provides crest factor reduction to assist in keeping power amplifiers linear. This functionality is only 
available in the ADRV9029 variant. A typical communications RF sub-system consists of an antenna, Power Amplifier (PA), and 
RF transceiver that translates digital baseband signals to RF, as shown in Figure 50. 

 
Figure 50. Typical RF Sub-system 

 
It is highly desirable to drive the PA at the highest input power possible without having the PA saturate. Most modern 
communications protocols such as Long Term Evolution (LTE) are Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) based in 
which the final waveform is an orthogonal summation of subcarriers that carry information, and where each subcarrier has its 
own center frequency and modulation scheme. In the time domain, sometimes the peaks of these subcarriers can align to 
produce an aggregate large OFDM waveform peak (shown in Figure 51). 
 
 

 

 
Figure 51. Example illustration of Orthogonal Summation of Subcarriers Causing Large Peaks in an OFDM Waveform 
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These peaks increase the overall dynamic range needed for the OFDM signal through a signal chain, leading to an increase in the 
Peak to Average Ratio (PAR) of the signal.  
Modern communication PAs used to amplify such OFDM waveforms are only linear for a certain power range. Most of the input 
signal (average power) will be within this linear range. However, the signal may have peaks that exceed the PA’s linear operation 
range. To avoid saturation of the output signal due to these peaks, we could potentially attenuate the desired signal. This method 
ensures that the range required by the signal is within the PA’s linear range. However, this is undesirable as it would reduce the 
average power at the expense of maintaining a given PAR, making the system less efficient. An alternative to attenuation is to use 
CFR – where instead of attenuating the whole signal, we attenuate portions of the signal that are above the PA’s linear range. This 
results in a constant output power while reducing the PAR and thus ensuring that the signal remains within the PA’s linear range. 
This is summarized in Figure 52. 
 

 

               
Figure 52.  Effect of Signal Attenuation vs. CFR 

 
It is important to note that CFR leads to higher in-band and out-of-band noise levels. This effect results in Error Vector Magnitude 
(EVM) degradation while also increasing the noise power spectral density, resulting in increase in Adjacent Channel Leakage 
Ratio (ACLR). It is important to optimize the CFR algorithm to make sure that the CFR block’s impact is within the customer’s 
system level specifications (derived from 3GPP specifications or other regulatory standards).  

CFR ALGORITHM OVERVIEW 
Several CFR algorithms and implementations exist in the literature – only a few have been commercially viable. Clipping and 
filtering and pulse cancellation are two of the more popular techniques. Even though optimal cancellation of peaks is technically 
achievable (target PAR requested is met exactly), the latency requirements imposed by modern communication standards makes 
the design of a real-time CFR engine quite challenging. Spectral regrowth of corrected peaks by interpolating stages in the 
datapath, such as interpolating filters and Digital to Analog Converters (DACs), is also a concern. An ideal CFR block has very low 
latency and zero missed peaks. 
The ADRV9029 implements CFR using a variation of the pulse cancellation technique by subtracting a pre-computed pulse from 
the detected peaks to bring the signal within the PA’s linear range. The CFR block consists of three copies of CFR engines, each of 
which uses a detection threshold to detect the peaks and a correction threshold to which the detected peaks are attenuated. The 
pre-computed pulses may be stored within the device at the start-up or be updated during run-time. These spectrally shaped 
correction pulses are subtracted from the data stream to bring the signal within the PA’s linear range. The correction pulse needs 
to be spectrally shaped to manage the noise leakage into adjacent bands. Figure 53 shows the architecture implemented in each of 
the CFR engines. 
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Figure 53.  CFR Engine Architecture in ADRV9029 

 
The complex IQ signal (transmitter data) goes into a variable delay FIFO and correction is applied at its output. The input data 
also goes into an interpolator, which can interpolate by 1×, 2×, or 4× times the input sample rate.  This interpolated data is then 
fed into a peak detector. The peak detector determines the location of all the peaks in the signal and the delta by which they 
exceed the programmable threshold. This information is then fed into a linear system solver. These peaks can be corrected by 
using a pre-computed spectrally shaped pulse (also called correction pulse) which is stored in a pulse RAM. Multiple peaks can 
be simultaneously cancelled by time-shifting and combining these spectrally shaped pulses. 
The linear system solver calculates the correction coefficients that get combined with the input signal (at the output of the delay 
FIFO) to produce an output signal which has a much lower peak-to-average ratio. This corrected output signal is then passed to 
two more similar CFR engines to correct missed peaks, as well as peaks that need further correction after passing through the 
first engine. 
The CFR block within the transceiver consists of three cascaded CFR engines followed by a hard clipper to clip the few peaks that 
are skipped by all three CFR engines. At the output of each engine, there exists a mux that can be programmed to bypass CFR or 
apply correction (shown in Figure 54). 
 
 
Error! Objects cannot be created from editing field codes. 
 

Figure 54.  ADRV9029 Cascaded CFR Engine Blocks 
 
The Hard Clipper unit at the very end of the CFR block clips any signal above a programmable threshold. This threshold generally 
should not be lower than the thresholds used in the CFR engines as it will lead to increase in noise (both in-band and out of 
band). Each of the individual units above can be bypassed depending on the use case and desired performance.  
The transceiver incorporates the CFR block at the very beginning of the transmitter datapath right after the JESD block. Please 
note that the CFR engine can handle a maximum input sampling rate of 245.76 MHz with an internal interpolation up to 4×. 
Therefore, the maximum sampling rate for the base and correction pulses is 983.04 MHz. 
 

OVERVIEW OF BLOCKS USED IN CFR 
This section provides a brief summary of the major blocks used in each of the CFR engines.  
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Interpolator 
The interpolator can be programmed to interpolate the data by 4, 2, or 1. The main purpose of the interpolator is to produce finer 
timing resolution so that  the peak detector can find the location of the peaks more accurately. The interpolator takes in the 
transmitter data and outputs the interpolated data to the peak detector. 

Peak Detector 
The purpose of the peak detector block is to find groups of peaks that are above a certain threshold and then output the peak I 
and Q values along with peak locations relative to the first peak. The peak detector looks for peaks that are above a certain 
programmable threshold. Since peaks don’t occur very often, a coarse peak detection on every sample is performed using the 
following method: 

1.  (Coarse peak detection) 
 

If this condition is false, then there is no need to compute the  complex calculation. This saves some power by 
avoiding frequent multiplications. In the case when the sample is larger, the magnitude of the incoming complex signal 
is checked to determine if it is above the threshold, using the inequality shown in Step 2 below. 

2.  (Fine peak detection) 
 
If the condition above is true, multiple consecutive samples that exceed the threshold can be found. These peaks can be 
corrected using a single pulse which is superimposed on to the maximum valued peak of the group of samples. 

The peak detector sends this peak’s location along with the values of the peak samples into the linear system solver. 

Linear System Solver 
After getting the peak location and its corresponding values, the linear solver calculates the complex difference between the peak 
value and the threshold. The linear solver calculates the weights for various pulses required to cancel the peak.  
These weights and peak location values are then used to scale and time-shift the spectrally shaped pulses and generate the 
correction pulse. This correction pulse is then subtracted from the transmitter input data to generate the output signal (with a 
low PAR). 

Pulse RAM 
The pulse RAM holds the correction pulse for the carrier. It is possible to load two correction pulses corresponding to two 
desired carrier configurations. The user can pre-load these two correction pulses and be able to switch between two carrier 
configurations on-the-fly. This mode is known as the hot-swap mode and is addressed by the 
adi_adrv9010_CfrCorrectionPulseWrite_v2 API command. 

API SOFTWARE INTEGRATION 
The API functions described in this section are required to set up the CFR block in the transceiver. This section first outlines the 
procedures to use CFR functionality and provides steps where each API function is called. Then it goes over the various data 
structures used to set up the CFR engine, as well as list out the different API functions used to configure the CFR block in the 
following sections. 

Procedure for setting up CFR  
CFR can be set any time after part initialization. After setting up CFR parameters and loading correction pulses, the init cal enum 
ADI_ADRV9025_CFR should be used to run CFR initial calibration. The recommended sequence to configure the CFR engine is: 
1. Program the CFR control configuration via adi_adrv9025_CfrControlConfigSet 
2. Verify the CFR control cofiguration via adi_adrv9025_CfrCtrlConfigGet 
3. Program the CFR correction pulse using adi_adrv9025_CfrCorrectionPulseWrite_v2 
4. Enable the CFR engine via adi_adrv9025_CfrEnableSet 
5. Optionally configure the hard clipper via adi_adrv9025_CfrHardClipperConfigSet  
6. Execute the CFR init cal via adi_adrv9025_InitCalsRun 
7. Optionally set the active correction pulse to use in Mode 1 via adi_adrv9025_CfrActiveCorrectionPulseSet API for carrier 

config hot-swapping 
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Procedure for Updating Correction Pulses On-the-Fly  
The ADRV9029 also provides the flexibility to change correction pulses on the fly without needing to run CFR initialization 
calibration. The recommended procedure assumes user already successfully followed the initial procedure for setting up CFR 
given in Procedure for setting up CFR section. The recommended sequence to update correction pulses on-the-fly: 
1. Program the CFR correction pulse using adi_adrv9025_CfrCorrectionPulseWrite_v2 
2. Program the active correction pulse using adi_adrv9025_CfrActiveCorrectionPulseSet 
This sequence allows users to upload CFR pulses during run-time operation. However, in order to change CFR Control settings 
(except CFR thresholds), the sequence in Procedure for setting up CFR needs to be followed. 

Procedure for Modifying CFR Thresholds On-the-Fly 
The ADRV9029 permits changing CFR thresholds without needing to run CFR Init calibration. The recommended sequence to 
modify CFR thresholds on-the-fly: 
1. Program the CFR thresholds using adi_adrv9010_CfrControlConfigSet 
2. Enable modified thresholds using adi_adrv9025_CfrThresholdsRunTimeUpdate 

API Functions and Data Structures 
This section outlines API functions and data structures required for setting up CFR.  
adi_adrv9025_CfrCtrlConfigSet(…) 
int32_t adi_adrv9025_CfrCtrlConfigSet (adi_adrv9025_Device_t *device, 
adi_adrv9025_CfrCtrlConfig_t cfrCtrlConfig[], uint8_t cfrCtrlCfgArraySize) 

Description 
This function sets up the CFR mode, peak threshold, interpolation factor, and the delay through the CFR blocks. This API is 
required to be called to setup the CFR control configuration before executing the CFR init cal. Currently, 
ADI_ADRV9010_CFR_MODE1 is the only mode of operation supported by the CFR engine. The user is expected to provide the 
final correction pulse to be applied to the CFR input in this mode. The threshold is calculated using the following equation: 
  

 
 
The user can setup an interpolation factor of 1×, 2× or 4× to be applied to the transmitter data before peak detection. The user 
can also setup the CFR engine delay (cfrTxDelay) between (n = 129) and (n = 511) which translates to n+1 cycles per engine. The 
delay will be applied to all enabled CFR engines. CFR latency will be (cfrTxDelay +1) × numCfrEnginesEnabled + 3, where the 
additional 3 cycles comes from the hard clipper. The sample rate for the cycles here are at the transmitter JESD rate. 
Each transmitter channel’s CFR block consists of three cascaded CFR engines followed by a hard clipper to clip the few peaks that 
are skipped by all three CFR engines. The CFR control configuration is applied to all three CFR engines by this function. The 
threshold is adjusted internally by the device’s firmware before applying it to each of the three CFR engines. The hard clipper can 
be optionally enabled via the adi_adrv9025_CfrHardClipperConfigSet API function. 
This function may be called any time after device initialization and the ARM boot up is complete. The hard clipper setting is 
currently set at initialization and has to be setup before running the CFR init cal.  
Precondition 
This function may be called after device initialization and the ARM processor boot up is complete but before the CFR init cal is 
executed. 

Table 15. adi_adrv9025_ CfrCtrlConfigSet(…) Parameters 
Parameter Description 
*device  Pointer to the device settings structure  
cfrCtrlConfig An array of CFR control config structures 
cfrCtrlCfgArraySize Number of configurations contained in cfrCtrlConfig array 
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Table 16. Adi_adrv9025_CfrCtrlConfig_t Data Structure 

Data Type Structure Member Valid 
Values Description 

uint32_t txChannelMask 0..15  
Mask consisting of 'OR'ed transmitter channels for which 
the CFR core config will be applied (1 bit for each 
channel). 

adi_adrv9010_CfrMod
eSel_e cfrMode 1 Selects the mode in which CFR is required to operate in. 

Currently, Mode 1 is the only supported mode. 

uint16_t cfrTxDelay 129..511 Sets CFR delay per engine in units of samples at the CFR 
input rate (JESD 204B/C transmitter rate) 

float cfrPeakThreshold 0..1 

Sets the target CFR peak detection and correction 
threshold. The threshold is calculated as:  

 
The peak threshold is set to 0.79 by default. 

float cfrEngine1PeakThresholdScaler 0..1 Threshold Scaler for engine CFR engine 3 
float cfrEngine2PeakThresholdScaler 0..1 Threshold Scaler for engine CFR engine 2 
float cfrEngine3PeakThresholdScaler 0..1 Threshold Scaler for engine CFR engine 1 
float cfrCorrectionThresholdScaler 0..1 Threshold Scaler for CFR correction 

adi_adrv9010_CfrInter
polationSel_e cfrInterpolationFactor 1, 2, 4 

Selects the interpolation factor to be applied to CFR input 
before peak detection. The CFR peak detectors can run at 
a higher (interpolated) rate to enable better peak 
detection. 

uint8_t cfrEngine1MaxNumOfPeaks 0..5 Sets the maximum number of peaks to remove in one 
group for the respective CFR engines. Default value is 5. 
User needs to set this to 0 when engine is disabled. It's 
suggested to have descending order of max number of 
peaks where Engine1 has the highest value. 

uint8_t cfrEngine2MaxNumOfPeaks 0..5 

uint8_t cfrEngine3MaxNumOfPeaks 0..5 

 

adi_adrv9025_CfrCtrlConfigGet(…) 
int32_t adi_adrv9025_CfrCtrlConfigGet(adi_adrv9025_Device_t * device, adi_adrv9025_TxChannels_e  
txChannel, adi_adrv9025_CfrCtrlConfig_t *  cfrCtrlConfig)  

Description 
This function retrieves the core control config parameters for the CFR engine. It reads the CFR mode, peak threshold, 
interpolation factor and the delay currently programmed into the device. 
Precondition 
This function may be called after device initialization and the ARM processor boot up is complete. 

Table 17. adi_adrv9025_ CfrCtrlConfigGet(…) Parameters 
Parameter Description 
*device  Pointer to the device settings structure  
txChannel Target transmitter channel whose CFR control config is required to be read back 
*cfrCtrlConfig Pointer to CFR control config struct which will be updated with the CFR control settings from the device 

 
adi_adrv9025_CfrCorrectionPulseWrite_v2(…) 
int32_t adi_adrv9025_CfrCorrectionPulseWrite_v2(adi_adrv9025_Device_t * device, uint32_t  
txChannelMask, adi_adrv9025_CfrCorrectionPulse_t cfrCorrectionPulses[], uint8_t  
numCorrectionPulses); 

Description 
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This function can be used to program the complex coefficients of the final CFR correction pulse. This function is intended to be 
used when the CFR engine is operating in ADI_ADRV9025_CFR_MODE1 mode.  
This function expects the user to provide only the first half the correction pulse since it is assumed that the correction pulse is 
conjugate symmetric. This API supports the programming of the correction pulses in the following use cases: 

1. Final correction pulse of maximum length 1025 (maximum half pulse length of 512) in Mode1 for a single carrier 
configuration. Please note that run time carrier hot swapping is not supported if a pulse length of 1025(half pulse length 
of 512) is used. In this case, the full pulse needs to be switched during Tx OFF. 

2. Two final correction pulses of maximum length 513 (maximum half pulse length of 256) corresponding to two carrier 
configurations for on-the-fly carrier configuration switching for Mode1 operation. Run time carrier switching can be 
executed via adi_adrv9025_CfrActiveCorrectionPulseSet() API which will activate the correction pulse corresponding to 
the requested carrier config. 

Precondition 
This function may be called after device initialization and the ARM processor boot up is complete. 

Table 18. adi_adrv9025_ CfrCorrectionPulseWrite_v2(…) Parameters 
Parameter Description 
*device  Pointer to the device settings structure  
txChannelMask Transmitter channel selection mask to write cfrCorrectionPulses. Multiple channel selection is allowed. 
cfrCorrectionPulses An array consisting of the final correction pulse(s) in Mode1 operation. Please note that in case of 

programming two correction pulses for carrier hot swapping, cfrCorrectionPulses[0] corresponds to 
ADI_ADRV9025_CFR_CARRIER_HOT_SWAP_CORR_PULSE_1 and cfrCorrectionPulses[1] corresponds to 
ADI_ADRV9025_CFR_CARRIER_HOT_SWAP_CORR_PULSE_2. 

numCorrectionPulses Number of correction pulse coefficients to be programmed in the CFR engine. Please note that a maximum 
of two correction pulses can be programmed if the half pulse length of the 2 correction pulses are less than 
or equal to 256 and a maximum of 1 correction pulse can be programmed if the half pulse length of the 
correction pulse is greater than 256. 

 

Table 19. adi_adrv9025_CfrCorrectionPulse_t Data Structure 

Data Type Structure Member Valid 
Values Description 

int16_t coeffRealHalfPulse  An array consisting of the first half of the Real part of the 
complex CFR correction pulse coefficients 

int16_t coeffImaginaryHalfPulse  An array consisting of the first half of the Imaginary part 
of the complex CFR correction pulse coefficients 

uint16_t numCoeffs max. 
512 

No. of coefficients contained in coeffReal and 
coeffImaginary arrays 

 
adi_adrv9025_CfrCorrectionPulseRead_v2(…) 
int32_t adi_adrv9025_CfrCorrectionPulseRead_v2(adi_adrv9025_Device_t * device, 
adi_adrv9025_TxChannels_e txChannel, uint8_t maxCorrectionPulsesToRead, 
adi_adrv9025_CfrCorrectionPulse_t cfrCorrectionPulses[], uint8_t * 
numCorrectionPulsesRead); 

Description 
This function can be used to read back the current complex coefficients of the final CFR correction pulse programmed in the 
device.  
This function reads the final correction pulse to be used by the CFR engine to perform CFR correction when the CFR engine is 
configured to operate in (ADI_ADRV9025_CFR_MODE1). A maximum of 2 correction pulses of half pulse length 256 or a 
maximum of 1 correction pulse of half pulse length 512 can be read back from the device. 
Please note that this function can be called only when the transmitter channel is off and the CFR engines are not active. 
Precondition 
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This function may be called only when the target transmitter channel is off after device initialization and the ARM processor boot 
up is complete. 

Table 20. adi_adrv9025_ CfrCorrectionPulseRead_v2(…) Parameters 
Parameter Description 
*device  Pointer to the device settings structure  
txChannel Target transmitter channel whose correction pulse coefficients are requested 
maxCorrectionPulsesToRead Maximum number of correction pulses to read which is also the size of cfrCorrectionPulses 

parameter. The maximum number of correction pulses supported for read back currently is 2. 
cfrCorrectionPulses An array of CFR correction pulses which will be updated with the CFR correction pulses retrieved 

from the device 
numCorrectionPulsesReturned Number of correction pulses actually read back from the CFR engine. The user can pass a NULL to 

this parameter if this info is not required. 

 
adi_adrv9010_CfrEnableSet(…) 
int32_t adi_adrv9025_CfrEnableSet(adi_adrv9025_Device_t *device, adi_adrv9025_CfrEnable_t 
cfrEnable[], uint8_t cfrEnableArraySize); 

Description 
This function enables or disables the CFR engines present before the DPD engine in the transmitter datapath. The CFR control 
config settings can be applied via adi_adrv9025_CfrCtrlConfigSet. 
To apply CFR correction to transmitter data, the user can set adi_adrv9025_CfrEnable_t.cfrEngineXEnable to 1 and 
adi_adrv9025_CfrEnable_t.cfrEngineXBypassEnable to 0. To bypass CFR engine, the user can set 
adi_adrv9025_CfrEnable_t.cfrEngineXEnable to 1 and adi_adrv9025_CfrEnable_t.cfrEngineXBypassEnable to 1. To disable the 
CFR engine completely, the user can set adi_adrv9025_CfrEnable_t.cfrEngineXEnable to 0. 
Please note that this is an init time function and the enabling/disabling of CFR engine cannot be performed during runtime. 
Precondition 
This function may be called after device initialization and the ARM processor boot up is complete but before the CFR init cal is 
executed. 

Table 21. adi_adrv9025_ CfrEnableSet(…) Parameters 
Parameter Description 
*device  Pointer to the device settings structure  
cfrEnable An array of CFR enable control config structures 
cfrEnableArraySize Number of configurations contained in cfrEnable array 

 
adi_adrv9025_CfrEnableGet(…) 
int32_t adi_adrv9025_CfrEnableGet(adi_adrv9025_Device_t *device, adi_adrv9025_TxChannels_e 
txChannel, adi_adrv9025_CfrEnable_t *cfrEnable); 

Description 
This function retrieves the current state of CFR engine enables.  
Precondition 
This function may be called after device initialization and the ARM processor boot up is complete. 
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Table 22. adi_adrv9025_ CfrEnableGet(…) Parameters 
Parameter Description 
*device  Pointer to the device settings structure  
txChannel Target transmitter channel whose enable status is requested 
*cfrEnable Pointer to a CFR enable structure which will be updated with the enable settings in the device 
  

adi_adrv9025_CfrHardClipperConfigSet(…) 
int32_t adi_adrv9025_CfrHardClipperConfigSet(adi_adrv9025_Device_t *device, 
adi_adrv9025_CfrHardClipperConfig_t cfrHardClipperConfig[], uint8_t 
cfrHardClipperCfgArraySize); 

 

Description 
This function enables/disables the CFR hard clipper and configures the hard clipper threshold 

The CFR hard clipper threshold is applied to an approximation of .The threshold is normalized to 1 and is relative to 0 
dBFS which means that a threshold of 1 corresponds to a threshold of 0 dBFS. ADI recommends not setting the hard clipper 
threshold to a value less than -7 dBFS in order to ensure optimum performance. 
Precondition 
This function may be called any time after device initialization and the ARM boot up is complete. The hard clipper setting is 
currently an init time setting and has to be setup before running the CFR init cal. There is no support for dynamically changing 
the hard clipper threshold during runtime. 

Table 23. adi_adrv9025_ CfrHardClipperConfigSet(…) Parameters 
Parameter Description 
*device  Pointer to the device settings structure  
cfrHardClipperConfig An array consisting of the CFR hard clipper configurations 
cfrHardClipperCfgArraySize Number of configurations in cfrHardClipperConfig array 

 
adi_adrv9025_CfrHardClipperConfigGet(…) 
int32_t adi_adrv9025_CfrHardClipperConfigGet (adi_adrv9025_Device_t *device, 
adi_adrv9025_TxChannels_e txChannel, adi_adrv9025_CfrHardClipperConfig_t 
*cfrHardClipperConfig); 

Description 
This function retrieves the CFR Hard clipper setting for the requested transmitter channel.  
Precondition 
This function may be called any time after device initialization and the ARM boot up is complete 

Table 24. adi_adrv9025_ CfrHardClipperConfigGet(…) Parameters 
Parameter Description 
*device  Pointer to the device settings structure  
txChannel Target transmitter channel for which the CFR hard clipper status is requested 
*cfrHardClipperConfig Pointer to the CFR hard clipper configuration which will be updated with the device hard clipper 

config settings 

 
adi_adrv9025_CfrHardClipperConfig_t 
The adi_adrv9025_CfrHardClipperConfig_t data structure contains the information to set up the hard clipper unit in the device. 
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Table 25. CFR Hard Clipper Settings Structure Member Description 
Data Type Structure Member Valid Values Description 

uint32_t txChannelMask 0..15  
Mask consisting of 'OR'ed transmitter channels for which 
the hard clipper config will be applied (1 bit for each 
channel) 

uint8_t cfrHardClipperEnable 0..1 1- Enable hard clipper on the channels requested, 0 - 
Disable hard clipper 

float cfrHardClipperThreshold 0..1 

Normalized threshold for the hard clipper in the range 0 to 
1. The threshold is relative to 0 dBFS which means that a 
threshold value of 1 corresponds to 0 dBFS. The threshold is 
applied to an approximation of  

 

adi_adrv9025_CfrStatusGet(…) 
int32_t adi_adrv9025_CfrStatusGet(adi_adrv9010_Device_t * device, adi_adrv9010_TxChannels_e 
txChannel, adi_adrv9025_CfrStatus_t * cfrStatus); 

Description 
This function reads the CFR status for the requested transmitter channel. It retrieves the CFR error code for the last CFR error 
occurred, along with the statistics information which includes the number of peaks skipped, number of peaks detected, and the 
number of peaks clipped by each CFR engine. The user can also monitor the CFR status to retrieve errors encountered during 
CFR init cal execution. The CFR statistics can be retrieved using this function. 
Precondition 
This function may be called any time after device initialization 

Table 26. adi_adrv9025_ CfrStatusGet(…) Parameters 
Parameter Description 
*device  Pointer to the device settings structure  
txChannel Enum to select the target transmitter channel whose CFR status is requested 
*cfrStatus Pointer to the status structure that will be updated with the status retrieved from the device 

 
adi_adrv9025_ CfrStatus_t 
The adi_adrv9025_ CfrStatus_t data structure holds the transmitter CFR engine status for each channel.  

Table 27. CFR Status Structure Member Description 
Structure Member Description 
adi_adrv9025_CfrError_e Enumerated list of CFR Errors. 
adi_adrv9025_CfrStatistics_t  Data structure to hold transmitter CFR engine statistics. 

 
adi_adrv9025_ CfrError_e 
The adi_adrv9025_ CfrError_e data structure holds the enumerated list of CFR errors.  

mk:@MSITStore:C:%5CProgram%20Files%5CAnalog%20Devices%5CADRV9025%20Transceiver%20Evaluation%20Software_x64_FULL%5CResources%5CAdi.ADRV9025.Api%5Cpublic%5Cdoc%5Cadrv9025.chm::/adi__adrv9025__dfe__types_8h.html#a42f1baf42cce434ee62663e0c2f5d656
mk:@MSITStore:C:%5CProgram%20Files%5CAnalog%20Devices%5CADRV9025%20Transceiver%20Evaluation%20Software_x64_FULL%5CResources%5CAdi.ADRV9025.Api%5Cpublic%5Cdoc%5Cadrv9025.chm::/adi__adrv9025__dfe__types_8h.html#a89c2e4ae0cade907c595697732c077fb
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Table 28. CFR Error Structure Member Description 
Structure Member Description 

ADI_ADRV9025_CFR_CONFIGURATION_ERROR  
Error code to convey that the mandatory 
CFR configs were not done. Not 
active/used 

ADI_ADRV9025_CFR_PROG_PULSE_MODE_ERROR  Error code to convey that an unsupported 
pulse mode was selected. 

ADI_ADRV9025_CFR_INPUT_RATE_HIGH_ERROR  
Error code to convey that the transmitter 
channel sample rate is higher than 245.76 
MHz 

ADI_ADRV9025_CFR_CTRL_CMD_NOT_SUPPORTED_ERROR  Error code to convey that control 
command is not supported 

 
adi_adrv9025_CfrStatistics_t 
The adi_adrv9025_ CfrStatistics_t data structure holds the transmitter CFR engine statistics for each transmitter Channel  

Table 29. CFR Statistics Structure Member Description 
Data Type Structure Member Description 
uint64_t cfrEngine1PeaksDetected No. of peaks detected by CFR engine 1 since last reset 
uint64_t cfrEngine1PeaksSkipped No. of peaks skipped by CFR engine 1 since last reset 
uint64_t cfrEngine2PeaksDetected No. of peaks detected by CFR engine 2 since last reset 
uint64_t cfrEngine2PeaksSkipped No. of peaks skipped by CFR engine 2 since last reset 
uint64_t cfrEngine3PeaksDetected No. of peaks detected by CFR engine 3 since last reset 
uint64_t cfrEngine3PeaksSkipped No. of peaks skipped by CFR engine 3 since last reset 
uint64_t cfrNumSamplesClipped No. of samples clipped by the CFR engine since last reset 

 
adi_adrv9025_CfrActiveCorrectionPulseSet(…) 
int32_t adi_adrv9025_CfrActiveCorrectionPulseSet(adi_adrv9025_Device_t *device, uint32_t 
txChannelMask, adi_adrv9025_CfrCarrierHotSwapCorrPulseSel_e cfrCorrectionPulseSel); 

Description 
This function switches the final correction pulse to be applied in the CFR engine in Mode 1 (ADI_ADRV9025_CFR_MODE1) 
operation.  This function can be used to activate one of the two final correction pulses corresponding to two carrier 
configurations when the active carrier configuration is changed during runtime (carrier configuration hot-swapping). 
This function can only be executed if 2 correction pulses of length 512(half pulse length of 256) or lesser are programmed into 
the device prior to calling this function. If a single correction pulse of length 512 or lesser (half pulse length of 256 or lesser) is 
programmed in the device, this function does not have any effect. The correction pulses can be programmed via 
adi_adrv9025_CfrCorrectionPulseWrite_v2() API. 
Please note that this function does not change the CFR configuration including peak threshold, interpolation factor and CFR 
engine enables when the active correction pulse is switched. By default, the device activates 
ADI_ADRV9025_CFR_CARRIER_HOT_SWAP_CORR_PULSE_1 on reset. Please note that it is necessary for the CFR engines to be 
enabled for the active correction pulse switching to take place. Calling this function when the CFR engines are disabled has no 
effect. 
Precondition 
This runtime function may be called any time after device initialization and two correction pulses of length 512 or lesser(half 
pulse length of 256 or lesser) are programmed via adi_adrv9025_CfrCorrectionPulseWrite_v2() API and the CFR init cal has been 
executed. The CFR init cal can be executed via adi_adrv9025_InitCalsRun()API. It is also necessary that the mode of operation is 
set to ADI_ADRV9025_CFR_MODE1 via adi_adrv9025_CfrCtrlConfigSet() API. It is also necessary that at the time of calling this 
function, the CFR engine is required to be enabled; otherwise the active correction pulse switching will not occur. 
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Table 30. adi_adrv9025_ CfrActiveCorrectionPulseSet(…) Parameters 
Parameter Description 
*device  Pointer to the device settings structure  
txChannel A mask consisting of ORed transmitter channels for which the requested correction pulse is 

required to be activated 
cfrCorrectionPulseSel Selection for the correction pulse to activate 

 
adi_adrv9025_ CfrCarrierHotSwapCorrPulseSel _e 
The adi_adrv9025_ CfrStatistics_t data structure holds the transmitter CFR engine statistics for each transmitter Channel.  

Table 31. CfrCarrierHotSwapCorrPulseSel _e Member Description 
Structure Member Description 
ADI_ADRV9025_CFR_CARRIER_HOT_SWAP_CORR_PULSE_1 Sets the active CFR correction pulse to pulse 1 when 2 correction 

pulses of half pulse lengths 256 or less are programmed 
ADI_ADRV9025_CFR_CARRIER_HOT_SWAP_CORR_PULSE_2 Sets the active CFR correction pulse to pulse 2 when 2 correction 

pulses of half pulse lengths 256 or less are programmed 

 
adi_adrv9025_CfrActiveCorrectionPulseGet(…)  
int32_t adi_adrv9025_CfrActiveCorrectionPulseGet(adi_adrv9025_Device_t *device, 
adi_adrv9025_TxChannels_e txChannel, adi_adrv9025_CfrCarrierHotSwapCorrPulseSel_e 
*cfrCorrectionPulseSel); 

Description 
This function returns the correction pulse currently activated in the CFR engine in Mode 1 (ADI_ADRV9025_CFR_MODE1) 
operation. This function can be used to retrieve the status of the correction pulse currently activated in the device. By default, the 
device activates ADI_ADRV9025_CFR_CARRIER_HOT_SWAP_CORR_PULSE_1 on reset. 
Precondition 
This runtime function may be called any time after device initialization and two correction pulses of length 512 or lesser(half 
pulse length of 256 or lesser) are programmed via adi_adrv9025_CfrCorrectionPulseWrite_v2() API and the CFR init cal has been 
executed. The CFR init cal can be executed via adi_adrv9025_InitCalsRun() API. 

Table 32. adi_adrv9025_ CfrActiveCorrectionPulseGet(…) Parameters 
Parameter Description 
*device  Pointer to the device settings structure  
txChannel Target transmitter channel for which the active correction pulse status is requested 
*cfrCorrectionPulseSel Pointer to memory that will be updated with the currently active CFR correction pulse 
 

TYPICAL PROCEDURE TO SET UP CFR USING THE GUI 
In this section, we will briefly go over how to set up CFR on the device using Transceiver Evaluation Software (TES). The user can 
load the desired waveform using the Tones pop-up window in the Transmit tab on TES as shown in Figure 55. 
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Figure 55.  Load Waveform Using Transceiver Evaluation Software 

 
After loading the waveform, it is transmitted using the ‘Play’ button on the transmit tab. As an example, an LTE 20 MHz waveform 
with PAR of 12.2dB is used here. The uncorrected waveform’s Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) is shown 
in Figure 56. 

 
Figure 56.  CCDF of an Example 20 MHz LTE Signal with PAR of 12.2 dB (Uncorrected Waveform) 
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The DFE tab is used in TES to set up the CFR engines as shown in Figure 57. 

 
Figure 57.  CFR Engine Setup Using TES 

 
‘Load File’ can be used to load the correction pulse. This correction pulse is specific to the waveform being used (LTE 20 MHz in 
example shown) and is sampled at the peak detection rate. We have set the CFR Peak threshold to 0.47, which would correspond 
to a target PAR calculated using the following equation 
 

 
 
Using the equation above, the target PAR is around 8.75 dB.  On the other hand, if the user wants to derive the CFR peak 
threshold value needed for achieving a desired target PAR, they can use the equation 

 
 
The user would then need to enable the required number of CFR engines as shown in Figure 58. 
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Figure 58.  Enabling CFR Using TES 

 
After clicking on ‘Apply’ (which runs the CFR init cal), the CFR engines will be enabled, and the corrected waveform can be 
observed on the spectrum analyzer as shown in Figure 59. 

 
Figure 59.  CCDF of Corrected Waveform Ssing CFR 

As we can see in Figure 59, the corrected CCDF curve has a PAR of 8.75 dB which corresponds to the CFR peak threshold that we 
had set earlier. We do not see any spectral regrowth and can achieve the desired PAR.  
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Impact on EVM 
In this section, we will study the impact of using the CFR engines within the transceiver on EVM performance. The same LTE 20 
MHz tone (PAR=12.67 dB) as used in the section above is used here as an example. The set up information for this waveform is 
described below. 
Setup: 
Carrier 1 Center Frequency = 0 MHz 
Output Sample Rate = 245.76 MHz 
DAC Resolution = 16 
Output Data Format = 2s Complement 
Scaling = 0 dB 
Modulation = 64QAM 
Test model = 3.1 
Final PAR (dB) = 12.2 
 
The EVM observed before applying CFR is shown in Figure 60. 
 

 
Figure 60.  Observed EVM Before Applying CFR 
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Applying the CFR settings discussed in earlier section, where we have the target PAR set to 8 dB, the degradation observed in 
EVM is shown in Figure 61. 

 
Figure 61.  Observed EVM After Applying CFR (Target PAR = 8 dB) 

 
We can see above that the rms EVM degraded from 0.6 % to 2% due to application of CFR. From a quick sweep of the rms EVM at 
different target PAR, we see the trend shown in Figure 62. Note that different systems have different requirements for maximum 
tolerable EVM degradation due to CFR, which would drive the minimum achievable PAR for a given waveform configuration. Note 
also that the performance shown here is highly dependent on the “goodness” of the CFR correction pulse. With a different pulse, 
we should expect a different result. 
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Figure 62.  Target PAR vs EVM 
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CLOSED LOOP GAIN CONTROL (CLGC) 
CLGC OVERVIEW 
Closed Loop Gain Control (CLGC) is a closed-loop tracking calibration which adjusts front end Tx attenuations to maintain a 
constant desired gain in the Tx path from baseband input to PA output such that the PA output power is constant with respect to 
changes in temperature or other variations. The desired Tx gain is set by adjusting the Tx front end attenuation such that the PA 
output reaches the desired power with the maximum nominal level of the baseband signal. The digital swing of the baseband 
signal is not affected, since the attenuation is applied on the analog front end of the Tx channel. 
The PA output power may fluctuate around the target level over the time due to temperature changes, and other factors, given a 
constant Baseband signal level. The CLGC can help reduce the fluctuation and meet the standards’ and regulatory requirements 
(e.g., +/- 2 dB fluctuation is required by LTE/5GNR standard). The Baseband signal level may change significantly due to the 
dynamics of power control and traffic load in a network (e.g., dynamic range can be up to 20 dB in LTE). The CLGC can help keep 
the output power linearly proportional to the baseband signal level. 

ELEMENTS OF CLGC 
Shown below in Figure 63 is a simplified block diagram of the ADRV9025 CLGC system. In a nutshell, the CLGC algorithm 
observes the transmit data(x(n)), the post PA observation data(y(n)) and adjusts the transmit front end attenuation such that the 
overall loop gain (ORx data / Tx data) remains constant. 

Interpolation 
1,2,4

Tx PA FILTER/DUPLEXER

ORx

ARM-C

Data From 
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y(n)
Capture Engine

 

Figure 63. ADRV9025 CLGC Simplified Block Diagram 

 
The elements of the CLGC system are described below 
• Transmit Datapath – The digital baseband signal from the ADRV9025 de-framer output goes through a Crest Factor 

Reduction(CFR) block for reduction of the overall peak to average ratio of the signal followed by a digital up-converter which 
interpolates the baseband signal by a factor of 1x, 2x or 4x for analysing the baseband signal over the DPD analysis 
bandwidth. The upconverted data before the DPD actuator is then used as the reference Tx data for the closed loop gain 
control algorithm. 

• Observation Datapath – The CLGC algorithm relies on observing any fluctuations in the PA output power through a 
feedback path. The feedback path is realized through the ADRV9025 Observation Receiver (ORx). The PA output data is 
coupled into the observation receiver, down converted and digitized for loop gain estimation and correction by the 
ADRV9025 firmware. 

• Capture Engine – The Tx and ORx samples for CLGC measurement are captured and aligned in the capture engine,pre-
processing is performed and the pre-processed samples are passed onto the embedded ARM processor for CLGC 
measurement and loop gain control. 

• CLGC Processing - The CLGC algorithm itself is implemented in the firmware running on an embedded ARM 
processor(ARM-C) in the transceiver. The CLGC is a tracking calibration that tracks the observed and baseband data, and 
uses a loop gain estimator to track changes in the overall loop gain. Please refer to the CLGC ALGORITHM OVERVIEW section 
for an overview of the CLGC algorithm. 
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CLGC ALGORITHM OVERVIEW 
The CLGC algorithm is designed to maintain a constant loop gain, and overcome any minor fluctuations in the PA output power 
due to variations in temperature and other operating conditions. Loop gain is defined as the ratio of the power level of observed 
data to the power level of the baseband transmit data 

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 =  
𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂
𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑂 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂

 
 

The CLGC algorithm relies on the post PA feedback data to estimate the loop gain and adjust the front end Tx attenuation on the 
transceiver. Shown in Figure 3 is the observation points of the CLGC algorithm.  
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Figure 64. CLGC Algorithm observation points 

The signal path from the reference baseband Tx input to the observed data for loop gain estimation can be divided into 4 sections 
listed below. The total loop gain observed at the observation receiver(ORx) includes the front end attenuation out of the 
transceiver, gain of the power amplifier, coupling attenuation for feedback and the observation receiver(ORx) front end 
attenuation. 
Table 33. Observed data for loop gain estimation 

Section Gain Equation Comments 
Tx Section Xtx(n) = gTX + (x(n) + vtx_DAC_Quant(n)) gTX = Total Tx Attenuation 

x(n) = Tx baseband data 
vtx_DAC_Quant = Tx DAC quantization noise 

PA Section XPA(n) = gPA. Xtx(n) + vPA(n) gPA = PA gain at the PA operating point 
vPA = Additive noise determined by ACLR 

Coupling Section Yorx(n) = gCPL.XPA(n) + vorx(n) gCPL = Coupling attenuation in the ORx path 
vorx = In band thermal noise and additive noise 
determined by noise figure in ORx path 

ORx Section y(n) = gorx. Yorx(n) + vorx_ADC_Quant(n) gorx = Front end ORx attenuation 
vorx_ADC_Quant = ORx ADC quant noise. 

Total gain seen at y(n),  
g = gorx. gCPL. gPA. gTX 

Observation 
The ORx samples can be related to the Tx samples in the loop gain estimation engine through the following equation- 

 

•  is the input Tx samples from a user’s BBIC 

•  is the output samples from ORx;  
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•  is the equivalent additive noise from the entire loop, which may include thermal noise, quantization noise, phase noise 
and nonlinear distortions. 

•  is the desired loop gain set by the user based on a nominal level of  and an expected output power of the PA.  

Loop Gain Estimation and Convergence 
A simplified equation of the loop gain estimation is described below. The RMS power is calculated on captured Tx samples (x(n)) 
and ORx samples(y(n)), where N is the total no. of samples captured per CLGC update. The value N is configured by the user. 
Please refer to the CLGC Measurement section for details on CLGC sample capture. 

 
With the loop gain estimated, a loop gain error can be defined as  

 
The Estimated Loop Gain is determined by the CLGC algorithm and the expected loop gain is configured by the user. The objective 
of the CLGC is to reduce the Loop Gain Error ratio to 1 or 0dB. The CLGC converges to the expected loop gain by tuning the 
transceiver front end Tx attenuation as shown in Figure 64. 

ENABLE THE CLGC TRACKING CALIBRATION 
The CLGC tracking calibration can be enabled using the API adi_adrv9025_TrackingCalsEnableSet(). The user can pass the 
CLGC tracking calibration mask values defined in the file adi_adrv9025_cals_types.h as argument to the API 
adi_adrv9025_TrackingCalsEnableSet(). The mask values are described in Table 1 
Table 34 CLGC tracking cal mask 

CLGC Tracking Calibration Mask Value Description 
ADI_ADRV9025_TRACK_TX1_CLGC 0x0000000000100000 Enable CLGC tracking cal on Tx1 
ADI_ADRV9025_TRACK_TX2_CLGC 0x0000000000200000 Enable CLGC tracking cal on Tx2 
ADI_ADRV9025_TRACK_TX3_CLGC 0x0000000004000000 Enable CLGC tracking cal on Tx3 
ADI_ADRV9025_TRACK_TX4_CLGC 0x0000000008000000 Enable CLGC tracking cal on Tx4 

There are at least three pre-requisites for enabling the CLGC tracking calibration 
1. The correct Tx to ORx mapping is required to be configured during initialization. The API 

adi_adrv9025_TxToOrxMappingSet() can be used for this purpose. The correct mapping of the transmit path to the 
observation path needs to be communicated to the firmware in order to capture data from the correct observation receiver.  

2. The path delay initial calibration needs to be executed through the API adi_adrv9025_InitCalsRun() API with the mask value 
equal to ADI_ADRV9025_EXTERNAL_PATH_DELAY. The external path delay from the Tx to ORx path is required to align the 
Tx and ORx samples for estimating loop gain. 

3. The DPD model needs to be loaded and the DPD reset has to be asserted. This step is required to initialize the DPD actuator. 
Please refer to Sequence For Enabling CLGC Tracking Calibration section in this document for the list of commands to be used for 
bringing up CLGC. 
The user can pass a 64-bit unsigned integer with ‘OR’ed values of the CLGC mask in order to enable the CLGC tracking calibration 
on the requested Tx channel. For example, to enable the CLGC tracking calibration on all 4 Tx channels, the user can pass the 
parameters shown in Table 2 as arguments to the API adi_adrv9025_TrackingCalsEnableSet(). 
Table 35. CLGC Tracking Calibration Enable example arguments to the adi_adrv9025_TrackingCalsEnableSet() API 
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Parameter Data Type Description Value 
enableMask uint64_t The 64 bit ‘OR’ed mask that consists of 

tracking calibrations to enable/ disable 
(ADI_ADRV9025_TRACK_TX1_CLGC | 
ADI_ADRV9025_TRACK_TX2_CLGC | 
ADI_ADRV9025_TRACK_TX3_CLGC | 
ADI_ADRV9025_TRACK_TX4_CLGC) 

enableDisableFlag Enumeration Indicates whether the mask value passed 
in enableMask parameter is to be used for 
enabling or disabling the tracking 
calibration 

ADI_ADRV9025_TRACKING_CAL_ENABLE 

Similarly, to disable the CLGC tracking calibration, the user can set the argument enableDisableFlag to an enumeration valud 
ADI_ADRV9025_TRACKING_CAL_DISABLE in order to disable the CLGC tracking calibration on the requested channels. 
Please note that when the CLGC tracking calibration is enabled, the CLGC doesn’t actively control the loop gain. The user has to 
explicitly configure the loop gain control enable via adi_adrv9025_ClgcConfigSet() API in order to enable actively control the 
CLGC loop gain. Details regarding the CLGC modes of operation are captured in the CLGC Modes Of Operation 
NOTE: The CLGC tracking calibration works in synchronization with the DPD algorithm, and the CLGC is scheduled once per 
second by the firmware. 

CLGC MODES OF OPERATION 
The CLGC functionality can operate in two modes 
1. Passive loop gain measurement: This mode of operation is typically activated to determine initial operating point of the 

PA. When a transmitter is activated, the user determines the PA operating point by sending traffic and measuring the overall 
loop gain from ORx to Tx. During this stage, the user can take advantage of the passive loop gain measurement mode, in 
which the CLGC algorithm simply measures the loop gain without actively adjusting the Tx front end attenuation. Once the 
ideal operating point is determined, the user can then enable active loop gain control mode. 

2. Active Loop Gain Control: In this mode, the CLGC measures the loop gain from ORx to Tx baseband, and adjusts the Tx front 
end gain to maintain the loop gain. This mode of operation is typically activated during runtime once the initial operating 
points are determined, and the initial ORx gain, Tx attenuation settings are configured. For the active loop gain control mode, 
the user is required to configure the expected loop gain using the API adi_adrv9025_ClgcConfigSet()  through the 
parameter clgcExpectedLoopGain_dB in the data structure adi_adrv9025_ClgcConfig_t.  

The user can select the CLGC mode of operation through the adi_adrv9025_ClgcConfigSet() API, using the parameter 
clgcEnableGainControl in adi_adrv9025_ClgcConfig_t data structure as shown in Table 3 
Table 36. CLGC Mode of operation configuration 

clgcEnableGainControl CLGC Mode Activated 
0 Passive loop gain measurement 
1 Active loop gain control 

Figure 65 captures a typical CLGC bring up sequence during which the passive and active loop gain control modes are active at 
various stages.  
In the passive loop gain measurement mode, the user can retrieve the ORx RMS power and Tx RMS power as well as the loop gain 
estimated by the CLGC algorithm using the API adi_adrv9025_ClgcStatusGet(). The structure adi_adrv9025_ClgcStatus_t has 
members clgcLoopGain, clgcTxRmsPower, clgcOrxRmsPower which can be monitored to adjust the initial operating point of 
the PA, and determine the desired loop gain. 
The passive loop gain measurement mode is mostly used in a factory calibration setting. The optimal operating point for the PA is 
determined, the loop gain, Tx attenuation and ORx gain values are noted, and the values are used in the field.  
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Figure 65. CLGC modes of operation during bring up 
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CLGC MEASUREMENT  
The CLGC measurement cycle is common to both passive loop gain measurement and active loop gain control modes. In active 
loop gain control mode, the Tx attenuation is also adjusted by the CLGC algorithm. The Tx attenuation adjustment is covered in 
the next section. 
The CLGC measurement relies on the sample batch size, the power level of the samples and the SNR of the observed data.  The 
CLGC captures samples in batches specified by the parameter clgcMeasurementBatchTime_us defined in the data structure 
adi_adrv9025_ClgcConfig_t. The user is required to tune the measurement batch size based on the signal characteristics that they 
are most likely to encounter. Please refer to the section Case Study For Configuring Clgc Batch Sampling Period which goes 
through an example case study for determining the optimum batch measurement size. The list of parameters used to determine a 
successful capture is listed in Table 37. 
Table 37. CLGC Measurement Configuration 

Parameter Description User Configuration Access 

Capture Batch Time This parameter determines the duration of samples 
to be captured per batch specified in microseconds. 
A maximum of 65536us can be configured 

adi_adrv9025_ClgcConfig_t. 
clgcMeasurementBatchTime_us 

Maximum No. of batches The CLGC measurement continues to capture 
samples in batches until the required SNR criteria is 
met OR the no. of batches exceeds 512. If the no. of 
batches captured exceeds 512, and the requisite SNR 
criteria is not met, then an error is flagged, and the 
CLGC aborts calibration.  

Fixed value of 512, not user configurable 

Tx Qualifying Threshold If the captured Tx samples are below this user 
configured threshold, then the samples are 
discarded. 

adi_adrv9025_ClgcConfig_t. 
clgcTxQualifyingThreshold_dBFS 

ORx Qualifying Threshold If the captured Orx samples are below this user 
configured threshold, then the samples are 
discarded. 

adi_adrv9025_ClgcConfig_t. 
clgcOrxQualifyingThreshold_dBFS 

Tx and ORx qualifying threshold 
As described in Table 37, the CLGC samples are required to meet the threshold criteria in order to be considered for loop gain 
estimation. The thresholds are configured by the user through the API adi_adrv9025_ClgcConfigSet() using the parameters 
clgcTxQualifyingThreshold_dBFS, clgcOrxQualifyingThreshold_dBFS that are part of adi_adrv9025_ClgcConfig_t data structure. If 
either one of Tx or ORx samples do not meet the criteria, then the entire batch of Tx and ORx captured data is discarded. Shown 
below is an example scenario in which the Tx/ORx signals meet the threshold criteria in Batch 1, where as the RMS power in 
batch 2 fails to meet the threshold criteria. Therefore, samples in Batch 2 are discarded and not considered for measurement.  
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Figure 66. Tx and ORx qualifying threshold for CLGC measurement 

The complete CLGC measurement cycle for a single update period is captured in Figure 5. The flowchart explains the 
measurement and it’s interactions with the measurement parameters described in Table 4. The important thing to note is that 
the CLGC only captures samples until the Tx/ORx threshold and the ORx SNR criteria is met. Once the threshold and SNR criteria 
is met, the CLGC proceeds to measuring the loop gain, and doesn’t capture any further samples. 
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Figure 67 CLGC Measurement Cycle 

CLGC TX ATTENUATION CONTROL 
As shown in Error! Reference source not found., the CLGC algorithm tunes the Tx front end attenuation in the transceiver in 
order to converge to the requested loop gain. The user is required to configure the Attenuation limits and the step size 
parameters through the API adi_adrv9025_ClgcConfigSet(). The Tx attenuation control parameters that a user needs to configure 
are described in Table 5 
Table 38. Tx attenuation control user configuration 

Parameter Description User Configuration Access 

Minimum Tx Attenuation The absolute value of the lower limit of Tx 
attenuation configured in dB. Eg: If the lower Tx 
attenuation limit is configured as 3dB, then the CLGC 
algorithm cannot adjust the ADRV9025 Tx front end 
attenuation beyond 3dB. 

This parameter can be used to mitigate CLGC over-
compensating during any catastrophic situations 

adi_adrv9025_ClgcConfig_t. 
clgcMinTxAttenAdjust_dB 
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when ORx data is corrupted, and loop gain 
estimated is bad. Setting the minimum Tx 
attenuation limit ensures that the PA is not over 
driven. 

Maximum Tx Attenuation The absolute value of the upper limit of Tx 
attenuation configured in dB. Eg: If the upper Tx 
attenuation limit is configured as 30dB, then the 
CLGC algorithm cannot adjust the ADRV9025 Tx front 
end attenuation beyond 30dB. 

This parameter can be used to mitigate CLGC over-
compensating during any catastrophic situations 
when ORx data is corrupted, and loop gain 
estimated is bad. Setting the maximum Tx 
attenuation limit ensures that the Tx front end 
attenuation does not go under range. 

adi_adrv9025_ClgcConfig_t. 
clgcMaxTxAttenAdjust_dB 

Tx Gain Adjustment Step Maximum step size for adjusting the Tx attenuation 
per CLGC update with a resolution of 0.05dB 

adi_adrv9025_ClgcConfig_t. 
clgcMaxGainAdjustmentStepSize_dB 

The Tx gain adjustment step size is a trade off between the time required to converge versus transient spectral emissions due. A 
smaller Tx gain adjustment step results in smaller transient emissions, but takes a longer time to converge. A large step size 
could result in transient emissions due to a large change in power, but the convergence time is lower compared to a smaller step 
size. 
An example is shown in Figure 68, where the desired loop gain is 2.8 x Tx gain adjustment step size relative to the initial loop 
gain. The CLGC algorithm adjusts the Tx attenuation over 3 update periods to reach the desired loop gain as shown in the figure. 
Please note that the CLGC update period is 1 second. 

 
Figure 68. CLGC Loop gain convergence for 2.8x step size 

Figure 8 represents the complete CLGC update cycle including the measurement and Tx attenuation control for a single CLGC 
update. The flow diagram represents the measurement and update for a single CLGC update cycle. 
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Figure 69. CLGC Active Loop Gain Control update cycle 
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CLGC API SUMMARY 
Table 39.  CLGC API Software Overview 

API Function Description 

adi_adrv9025_ClgcConfigSet Configures the CLGC measurement and Tx attenuation control parameters as 
described in the previous sections. This API can also be used to turn on/off 
loop gain control 

adi_adrv9025_ClgcConfigGet Retrieves the CLGC configuration currently active in the ADRV9025 device  

adi_adrv9025_ClgcStatusGet Retrieves the CLGC status  

CLGC CONFIGURATION SUMMARY 
Table 40. Summary of CLGC parameters configurable in the data structure adi_adrv9025_ClgcConfig_t 

Parameter Description Range 

txChannelMask Mask consisting of 'OR'ed Tx channels for 
which the CLGC config will be applied 

0x00 – 0x0F. Bit0 to Bit3 represent 
channels Tx1 to Tx4. 

clgcEnableGainControl This parameter enables the tracking and 
adjustment of loop gain in CLGC.                                              
If this is set to 0, the CLGC tracking cal only 
measures the power levels and does not                                                   
execute loop gain control 

0 – Disable loop gain ctrl 

1 – Enable loop gain ctrl 

clgcMeasurementBatchTime_us Sampling period per batch of CLGC samples 10us to 65536us 

clgcExpectedLoopGain_dB Configured by the user depending on the 
optimum operating point of the PA 

No limits imposed, the expected 
loop gain depends on the 
application. 

clgcTxQualifyingThreshold_dBFS Minimum threshold for the Tx signal required 
to run CLGC tracking 

The qualifying threshold must not 
go below -70 dBFS for optimum 
performance 

clgcOrxQualifyingThreshold_dBFS Minimum threshold for the Orx signal required 
to run CLGC tracking 

The qualifying threshold must not 
go below -70 dBFS for optimum 
performance 

clgcMaxGainAdjustmentStepSize_dB Maximum loop gain adjustment step 
size(Range 0 to 6dB) for Tx Attenuation in dB. 

The maximum step size that a user 
can configure is 6dB 

clgcMinTxAttenAdjust_dB Minimum Tx attenuation in dB allowed to 
adjust to 

The minimum Tx attenuation value 
that can be set on the transceiver Tx 
front end is 0dB 

clgcMaxTxAttenAdjust_dB Maximum Tx attenuation in dB allowed to 
adjust to 

The maximum Tx attenuation value 
that can be set on the transceiver Tx 
front end is 41.95dB 

CLGC STATUS 
The CLGC status can be retrieved using the API adi_adrv9025_ClgcStatusGet(). The CLGC status is contained in the data structure 
adi_adrv9025_ClgcStatus_t. Table 41 contains a summary of CLGC status parameters in the data structure 
adi_adrv9025_ClgcStatus_t. 
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Table 41. Summary of CLGC status info 

Parameter Description 

clgcLoopGain Represents the Tx - ORx loop gain equal to (ORx RMS Power)/(Tx RMS Power) in linear scale 
measured during the last CLGC update 

clgcTxRmsPower Tx RMS power in linear scale measured during the last CLGC update 

clgcOrxRmsPower Orx RMS power in linear scale measured during the last CLGC update 

activeTxAttenIndex Active Tx attenuation table index applied to the Tx path. The attenuation applied to the Tx channel is 
equal to (activeTxAttenIndex x 0.05) dB 

activeOrxGainIndex Active gain index of the ORx channel mapped to the Tx channel for which measurements are 
requested 

clgcTrackingCalStatus Generic cal status data structure which includes update count, iteration count etc. 

clgcCaptureStatus Enum to denote the CLGC Tx-ORx data capture status for loop gain control/power measurement. 
Please refer to the CLGC Errors section for details regarding this enum 

clgcState Enum to denote the current CLGC runtime state. Please refer to the CLGC Errors section for details 
regarding this enum 

clgcSyncStatus Enum to denote the status of CLGC and DPD synchronization. The CLGC and DPD algorithms on the 
transceiver are synchronized, so that the gain and phase is coherent 

CLGC ERRORS 
The CLGC error status is captured in parameters clgcState and clgcCaputreStatus members of structure 
adi_adrv9025_ClgcStatus_t.  Table 42 captures the CLGC runtime errors(clgcState) and the recommend user actions. Table 43 
captures the CLGC capture errors(clgcCaputreStatus) 
Table 42. CLGC Runtime Errors 

ClgcState Error Enum Description Recommended Recovery Actions 

ADI_ADRV9025_CLGC_INITIAL_
RUN 

CLGC algorithm is still in initialization state.This runtime 
state doesn't necessarily indicate error per-se, since, the 
CLGC remains in this state perpetually if the loop gain 
control is disabled.  

 

If the loop gain control is enabled via 
adi_adrv9010_ClgcConfigSet() and the CLGC status 
returns this runtime error status, it can then be classified 
as an error state. The most likely cause of this error is 
that the data capture required to compute CLGC loop 
gain was not completed. 

1. Reducing the capture time and/or 
the no. of batches to capture 
could help recover from this 
error.  

2. Verify that a correct Tx-ORx 
mapping is configured. 

 

ADI_ADRV9025_CLGC_LO_LIMI
T_TX_ATTEN 

The absolute value of the lower limit of Tx attenuation 
has been reached. Eg: If the minimum Tx attenuation 
limit has been configured as 3dB, and the user requests 
a loop gain that causes CLGC to decrease the Tx 
attenuation to less than 3dB, then the CLGC limits the Tx 
attenuation to 3dB in this case and returns this error 
status. 

 

Adjust the Tx attenuation lower limit 
to increase the range of Tx 
attenuation accesible to the CLGC 
algorithm. 

 

If the absolute minimum value of Tx 
attenuation is reached (0dB), then it is 
recommended to adjust the loop gain 
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The minimum Tx attenuation can be configured via 
adi_adrv9025_ClgcConfigSet( ) API. 

such that the loop gain falls within the 
range acceptable to the user. 

ADI_ADRV9025_CLGC_HI_LIMIT
_TX_ATTEN 

1. The absolute value of the upper limit of Tx 
attenuation has been reached. Eg: If the maximum 
Tx attenuation limit has been configured as 10dB, 
and the user requests a loop gain that causes CLGC 
to increase the Tx attenuation to a value greater 
than 30dB, then the CLGC limits the Tx attenuation 
to 30dB in this case and returns this error status. 

2.  

3. The maximum Tx attenuation can be configured via 
adi_adrv9010_ClgcConfigSet( ) API. 

 

• Adjust the Tx attenuation upper 
limit to increase the range of Tx 
attenuation accesible to the CLGC 
algorithm 

• If the absolute maximum value of 
Tx attenuation is reached, then it 
is recommended to adjust the 
loop gain such that the loop gain 
falls within the range acceptable 
to the user. 

 

ADI_ADRV9025_CLGC_USER_C
HANGE_LOOP_GAIN 

An expected loop gain change from the user has been 
detected and CLGC will re-initialize. 

• No action expected from the user 

• If the CLGC does not recover 
from this state, please examine 
the Orx qualifying threshold 

 

ADI_ADRV9025_CLGC_USER_C
HANGE_TX_ATTEN 

A Tx attenuation change from the user has been 
detected and CLGC will re-initialize 

• No action expected from the user 

• If the CLGC does not recover 
from this state, please examine 
the Tx qualifying threshold 

 

 
ADI_ADRV9025_CLGC_MAX_LI
MIT_NUM_BATCHES 

 

The limit for the maximum no. of batches per CLGC run 
has been breached and the CLGC is not able to estimate 
the loop gain correctly for it to converge 

Increase the batch sample time. 

 

The ORx channel has a low SNR that 
could be causing this error. Examine 
the ORx path. 

ADI_ADRV9025_CLGC_ASSERT_
PA_PROTECTION 

CLGC algorithm has detected a PA protection assertion • Decrease Tx attenuation of the 
signal to recover from a PA 
protection error. 

• Increase the digital back off in the 
baseband Tx signal 

 

CLGC CAPTURE ERRORS 
Table 43. CLGC Capture Errors 

ClgcState Error Enum Description Recommended Recovery Actions 

ADI_ADRV9025_CLGC_CAP_START_FUNC_ORX_ERR CLGC ORx capture did not 
complete successfully 

• Verify that the ORx channel in 
question is NOT enabled. 

• Verify that a valid path exists b/w the 
Tx channel and ORx channel in 
question. 
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ADI_ADRV9025_CLGC_CAP_SAVE_FUNC_ERR CLGC capture did not complete 
successfully. This error occurs if 
the correlator hardware in the 
device was not successfully 
stopped or the ORx channel was 
not successfully released after  a 
CLGC capture. 

• Disable CLGC. Verify that other cals 
are still running. 

• If other cals are still running, then it 
might require a full firmware reset. 

 

 
ADI_ADRV9025_CLGC_CAP_DONE_ERR 

 

CLGC capture aborted due to 
error 

• This could be due to other errors in 
the system. Examine that other parts 
of the system are operating correctly. 

• Might require a full firmware reset if 
CLGC gets stuck in this state. 
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SEQUENCE FOR ENABLING CLGC TRACKING CALIBRATION 
Table 44. DPD Tracking Cal Bringup Sequence 

Step Action ADRV9025 APIs used 

1 Program the device and run initial calibrations(including 
TxQEC initial calibration) with the PA turned off. 

- 

(Utility function adi_daughterboard_Program() can be 
used to program the device) 

 

2 Setup external Tx to ORx mapping adi_adrv9025_TxToOrxMappingSet 

3 Adjust ORx gain to an appropriate value to avoid saturation. 
The default gain index in ADRV9025 is 255 (0dB 
attenuation) 

adi_adrv9025_RxGainSet 

4 Turn on the PA and run the external path delay initial 
calibration.  

adi_adrv9025_InitCalsRun 

5 Run the Tx external LO Leakage initial calibration adi_adrv9025_InitCalsRun 

6 If using ADRV9025 CFR, configure the CFR settings. adi_adrv9025_CfrConfigSet, 

adi_adrv9025_CfrEnableSet, 

adi_adrv9025_CfrCorrectionPulseWrite_v2 

7 If using ADRV9025 CFR, run the CFR initial calibration adi_adrv9025_InitCalsRun 

8 Load the DPD model adi_adrv9025_DpdModelConfigSet 

9 Assert DPD Reset adi_adrv9025_DpdReset 

10 Setup DPD mode of operation, DPD peak search window 
size and low power threshold 

adi_adrv9025_DpdTrackingConfigSet 

11 Setup DPD fault conditions and recovery actions(optional)  adi_adrv9025_DpdFaultConditionSet, 
adi_adrv9025_DpdRecoveryActionSet 

 

12 Setup CLGC configurations and target loop gain adi_adrv9025_ClgcConfigSet 

13 Enable Tx QEC and Tx LO Leakage tracking Calibrations adi_adrv9025_TrackingCalsEnableSet 

14 Enable DPD Tracking Calibration adi_adrv9025_TrackingCalsEnableSet 

15 Enable CLGC Tracking Calibration adi_adrv9025_TrackingCalsEnableSet 

16 Monitor DPD tracking calibration status adi_adrv9025_DpdStatusGet 

17 Monitor CLGC tracking calibration status adi_adrv9025_ClgcStatusGet 
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CASE STUDY FOR CONFIGURING CLGC BATCH SAMPLING PERIOD 
Signal Under Test 
Shown below is the demodulated version of the 5G NR TM2 signal under test. The signal has a bandwidth of 100Mhz, and a sub-
carrier spacing of 30Khz,(numerology u=1). The signal has an RMS power of ~-38.14dBFS. 

 
Figure 70. VSA Demodulated 5GNR TM2 signal under test 

Time-Frequency Resource Block Allocations 
Time-frequency resource allocation on the 5GNR signal under test is shown in Figure 71. The signal has majority of the resource 
blocks allocated to PDCCH (Downlink Control Information), and PDSCH_DMRS reference symbols, that are QPSK modulated.  
There are 48 resource blocks(RBs) allocated to Downlink Control Information PDCCH data. The UE performs blind decoding for 
synchronization with the help of PDCCH symbols. 
There are at least 48 resource blocks(RBs) allocated to PDSCH DMRS reference symbols, that are used for channel estimation. 
Since 5GNR standard does not have Cell Specific Reference Symbols, hence DMRS symbols are used 
The remaining resource blocks(<10) are allocated for PDSCH physical layer user data.  
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Figure 71. Time-Frequency Resource Block Allocations of 5GNR TM2 signal under test 

Frequency Spectrum of the Signal 
The signal has most of the synchronization data and reference symbols concentrated in 2 subcarriers at the edges of the 
spectrum, and one sub-carrier in the middle of the 100Mhz bandwidth. The sub-carrier spacing is 30KHz.  

 
Figure 72. Frequency Domain Spectrum of the sub-carriers 

Time Domain Analysis of the Signal 
Shown below is a time domain view of the signal zoomed in for ~860us. In Figure 10, the time has been further subdivided into 4 
timing intervals(T1, T2, T3, T4) during which different resource blocks are active, and therefore consists of different frequency 
contents. The symbol period is ~33.34us for normal CP. 
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T1 T2 T3 T4

 
Figure 73. Time Domain view of the 5GNR TM2 signal under test 

PA Characteristics 
Shown below is the gain vs Pout over frequency of SKY66397-12 PA for a single carrier CW tone at 2.49GHz, 2.59GHz, 2.63GHz, 
and 2.69GHz respectively in band n41 operation(2.5-2.7GHz). It can be observed that the carrier at 2.69GHz experiences a gain of 
less than 1dB compared to the carrier at 2.49GHz at lower powers, and a gain of less than 2dB at higher power levels. 

 
Figure 74. SKY66397 Gain vs Pout over Frequency of a CW tone 

The forward gain(S21) of the PA vs frequency is shown in Figure 75. The operating range of this PA is 2.5-2.7GHz. It can be 
observed that the gain is not constant across the operating frequency of the power amplifier. 
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Figure 75. Forward gain of SKY66397 PA vs frequency 

CLGC Loop Gain Estimation 
Shown in Figure 76 is a simplified overview of CLGC loop gain estimation. A more detailed flow of measurement can be found in 
CLGC Measurement section. The CLGC algorithm captures Tx and ORx data in batches. If the captured data meets the required 
threshold and SNR criteria, the CLGC algorithm proceeds to estimate the loop gain and apply the Tx attenuation correction. 

 
Figure 76. Simplified flow diagram of CLGC data sampling
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Analysis of Results With 10us Batch Sampling Period 
Based on experiment results, a direct correlation between Tx output power variation, and CLGC loop gain variation was noticed. 
Shown below is the CLGC loop gain variation data collected with the 5GNR TM2 signal(described in Section 2) as the test vector, 
with target loop gain set to 1.5dB. A dynamic range of +/-1.2dB can be noticed over time, with the CLGC batch sampling period 
configured as 10us. 

   
Figure 77. CLGC Loop gain vs Time 

Factors Affecting CLGC Loop Gain Estimation 
1) Signal Characteristics: As outlined in Signal Under Test section, the TM2 signal has a symbol period of 33.34us. 

Furthermore, each symbol period does not have all the sub-carriers active. The time-frequency resource block allocation is 
highlighted in section 2.1, and the time distribution of the frequency content is captured in section 2.3. 

2) PA Characteristics: The PA gain over frequency is not constant, as captured in the PA Characteristics section. Given the 
signal under test has sub-carriers separated by ~50MHz, and they are all not active in the same symbol period, the gain 
estimated depends on the symbols captured by the ORx. 

3) CLGC Sampling Period: As noted by the signal characteristics, and the PA characteristics, the CLGC might have to sample 
multiple symbols in order to get a good composite view of the loop gain across frequencies. The default CLGC sampling 
period of 10us / batch is less than 1 symbol period of the signal under test. To get a composite view of the overall gain, the 
CLGC needs to sample a larger amount of data for loop gain estimation. Contrast this with a fully filled TM3.1 signal in Figure 
78, which has all the sub-carriers active in one symbol period, and it does not require a larger sampling period to get a good 
composite view of the gain.  

 
Figure 78. Fully occupied TM3.1 signal, time-frequency resource block view 
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Results With Increased CLGC Samspling Period 
Figure 79 captures CLGC loop gain monitored over 1 hour with the TM2 signal described in Signal Under Test section with CLGC 
sampling period increased to 1.5ms from 10us. The loop gain by and large remains stable within +/-0.05dB variation, with only 3 
iterations where the loop gain varies by greater than 0.05dB. The loop gain stability is significantly better compared to 10us 
sampling period shown in Figure 77. 

 
Figure 79. CLGC Loop Gain vs Time, with CLGC sampling period increased to 1.5ms 

CLGC RECOMMENDATIONS 
A good recommendation for the user to overcome the issue described in Analysis of Results With 10us Batch Sampling Period 
section would be to tune the CLGC sampling period to be at least equal to the time period of minimum no. of symbols during 
which they expect to see a good variety in sub-carrier frequencies across the carrier bandwidth, so as to capture the PA gain 
across frequencies as highlighted in the Results With Increased CLGC Samspling Period section of this document. 
In 5G NR traffic carrying only synchronization and reference symbols for channel estimation, there could be a no. of different 
combinations of DMRS (Demodulation Reference Symbols) locations, no. of symbols carrying DMRS, and up to 4 Bandwidth parts 
in a single carrier bandwidth. 
Given the different combinations and frequencies of reference symbols, a good approach to determine the CLGC sampling period 
could be to carry out a statistical analysis of the signal which can be considered a tough case, and use that as a starting point for 
the CLGC sampling period. A signal such as TM2 used in this case, with sparsely populated subcarriers at the edges of the carrier 
bandwidth could qualify as a tough case for CLGC. 
In the signal under test described in Signal Under Test section, where the power is distributed across resource blocks that are 
sparse, in order for average power level of the captured samples to be close to the average frame power level, resource blocks in 
different sub-carrier frequencies need to be accounted for. This ensures a good statistical probability of different sub-carriers 
being engaged, and therefore a good variety in gain response of the PA seen by the CLGC algorithm.   
A statistical analysis of the NR TM2 signal described in Signal Under Test section is described below. The expected value(average) 
of the waveform over 1 frame = -37.1dBFS A statistical analysis of the 5GNR TM2 signal under test with different moving average 
durations yields the following results: 
Table 45. Statistical analysis of moving avg of 5GNR TM2 signal under test 

Sl No. Moving Avg Duration(us) Mean(dBFS) Std Deviation(dB) 

1 10 -36.5 2.95 

2 100 -37.55 1.49 

3 1000 -37.14 0.012 
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Compare the statistics from a TM2 signal from 1 with a fully filled TM3.1 NR100 signal in Figure 78 which has an rms value of -
12dBFS per frame. A 10us moving average of the TM3.1 NR100 signal results in a mean of -11.99dBFS, and a standard deviation 
of 0.12dB, which is close to the frame rms of -12dBFS. 
To further illustrate the point of Table 45, the distribution of moving average computed for the waveform under test for avg 
duration equal to 10us, 100us and 1000us is shown below. The standard deviation decreases, and convergence towards expected 
value increases as the averaging duration increases for the signal under test. 

 
Figure 80. Distribution of moving avg 10us, 100us 

 
Figure 81. Moving average distribution with duration = 1ms 

The Cumulative Distribution Function of the waveform for different averaging durations (Figure 80) also provides an insight into 
averaging duration that could ensure stability for the signal under test, by engaging different sub-carriers across frequencies in a 
CLGC sampling period. 
It can be observed that with averaging duration set to 1ms, the CDF of the signal is guaranteed to lie between -37.2dBFS to -
37.1dBFS for 99.83% of the time. 
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Figure 82. CDF functions for signal averaged over 10us, 100us, 1ms respectively 

The finding can be summarized as; 
• The channel output power instability is directly proportional to the CLGC loop gain variation observed. 
• The channel output power stability depends on the signal characteristics, PA characteristics, and the CLGC sampling period. 
• As a good starting point, the customer can perform a statistical analysis of the signal, and can use the averaging period with 

least standard deviation from the expected frame power level as the CLGC sampling period, which ensures good statistical 
probability of engaging sub-carriers across frequencies. 
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